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Abstract
This thesis deals with two aspects of dynamics in systems described by miilti- 
symplectic partial differential equations.
The first part is devoted to the study of heteroclinic intersections in systems 
which govern the dynamics of travelling waves in multi-symplectic partial differen­
tial equations with perturbations. In this study a version of the Melnikov method is 
developed which takes into account the symmetry of the systems under considera­
tion. The presence of the symmetry leads to various interesting differences between 
the method we develop and the standard approach. In particular, a result about 
persistence of the fixed point of the Poincaré map under perturbations has to be 
amended since the unperturbed fixed point is non-hyperbolic. The symmetry also 
results in the necessity to consider separately two cases: when the perturbation has 
no component in the group direction at all, or when on average it has no component 
in the group direction when evaluated on the unperturbed solutions. For each of 
those cases we discuss persistence of the fixed points of the Poincare map and persis­
tence of invariant manifolds, where the knowledge of the symmetry in incorporated 
in the geometrical constructions. Finally, we derive Melnikov-type conditions in 
both aforementioned cases which guarantee the existence of transverse intersections 
of the stable and unstable manifolds.
We discuss some possible areas of applications of the Melnikov-type method 
derived and illustrate the method on the examples of a perturbed Korteweg-de 
Vries equation and a perturbed nonlinear Schrodinger equation. Implications of the 
transverse or topological intersections of the manifolds for possible chaotic behaviour
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in the systems are discussed together with directions of further investigation.
The second part of this thesis considers the stability of solitary waves with re­
spect to perturbations which are transverse to the basic direction of propagation 
of these waves. Using various analytical and numerical techniques, we study this 
problem for the solitary waves of the (2-hl)-dimensional Boussinesq equation and 
the generalised fifth-order Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation. For both equations we 
use a geometric condition for transverse instability based on the multi-symplectic 
formulation of the equation to derive a condition for transverse instability in the long- 
wavelength regime. Then an Evans function approach is employed to determine the 
dependence of the instability growth rate on the transverse wavenumber for all pos­
sible wavenumbers. In the case of the ( 2-1-1 ) - dimensional Boussinesq equation this is 
done analytically, while for the generalised fifth-order Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equa­
tion we have to resort to numerical simulations. Finally, for the (24-1 )-dimensional 
Boussinesq equation we perform direct numerical simulations of the full equation to 
investigate the nonlinear stage of the evolution of the transversely unstable solitary 
waves, and the result is that the instability leads to the collapse of the solitary wave.
The thesis is concluded by a discussion of some open problems.
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God used beautiful mathematics in creating the world.
P.A.M. Dirac
To those who do not know mathematics it is difficult to get across a real feeling 
as to the beauty, the deepest beauty, of nature... I f  you want to leam about nature, 
to appreciate nature, it is necessary to understand the language she speaks in.
R. Feynman
The mathematical facts worthy of being studied are those which, by their analogy 
with other facts, are capable of leading us to the knowledge of a physical law. They 
reveal the kinship between the other facts, long known, but wrongly believed to be 
strangers to one another.
H. Poincare.
Introduction
This chapter gives a motivation for the research presented in the thesis and provides 
some background material. The two main topics of study in this thesis are: chaotic 
behaviour in multi-symplectic partial differential equations and two-dimensional in­
stability of solitary waves.
1.1 Travelling waves and solitons
Various models of physical, biological, economical processes involve partial differen­
tial equations (PDEs). An important class of solutions of such partial differential 
equations consists of travelling waves or simply waves. Such waves describe the 
propagation with a constant speed of some corresponding physical (biological etc.) 
quantity in a definite direction. There is an extremely wide range of real-life phe­
nomena in which waves can occur. They can describe water in the ocean, spread 
of epidemics, physiological fluid flows and numerous other processes. In the last 
decades waves have acquired additional interest due to their use in various commu­
nication systems: radio, TV, telephone, Internet, mobile communication.
Among many different types of waves there are some which have attracted a 
particular interest in view of their observability, mathematical properties and range 
of applications. These are the solitary waves or solitons. The first historical record 
of a soliton goes back to 1834 when J. Scott Russell observed the propagation of 
a single-hump wave along the Edinburgh-Glasgow canal [120]. A mathematical 
study of such waves was performed later by Boussinesq [20] and Korteweg and de 
Vries [97]. For some decades solitons did not attract much attention, until in the
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sixties important results were obtained concerning the properties of the solitons, 
namely that they persist under collisions without an exchange of energy [144], what 
is similar to the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam result for oscillators [58]. Also at that time 
very powerful analytic techniques were developed, including the inverse scattering 
transform [143, 63], Lax-pair method [104], Hirota’s method [73] and many others 
which now form the core of the theory of solitons (reviews of these and other methods 
including various applications and references to original papers can be found in 
[36, 50, 51]). It is noteworthy that sometimes in the literature the term “soliton” is 
used to denote waves which possess a special property, namely, they do not change 
their shape (in other words, exchange energy) during the collisions [144]. We will 
use this term or the term “solitary wave” loosely to denote a localised wave, which 
is fast decaying to some steady, possibly different, states.
Many equations with soliton solutions are Hamiltonian evolution equations, and 
this motivates a growing interest in the investigation of such equations. Methods 
used to study Hamiltonian evolution equations vary from functional analytical tools 
to constructions from differential geometry and topology, they employ a dynamical 
systems approach as well as numerics. The richness of the structure of solitary 
waves as well as their applicability to real systems is amazing (see [36, 50, 51, 107] 
for reviews of soliton theory and its applications).
As for the applications of travelling waves and solitons we mention a few. Solitons 
appear frequently in models for water waves in hydrodynamics (this has a direct 
connection with the Scott Russell soliton) and waves in plasma physics [79]. In 
mathematical biology and epidemiology travelling fronts are of particular importance 
in describing the propagation of population density, spread of epidemics etcetera 
[114]. In the last decades solitons are intensively studied in the context of nonlinear 
optics because of their use for optical communications systems [3].
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1.2 Spatio-tem poral chaos
A striking phenomenon, which has been observed both in numerics and in real 
measurements is so-called spatio-temporal chaos. This term is used to denote the 
incoherent behaviour both in time and spatial direction of the solution of some 
dynamical system. In particular, spatio-temporal chaos seems to have similarities to 
turbulence, which arises in fluid flows, plasmas, chemical and biological systems etc. 
Besides being of a substantial academic interest, spatio-temporal chaos has already 
found its applications in the fibre-optic communications (see [61] and references 
therein).
The chaos relevant to the study performed in this thesis is deterministic chaos 
which can arise in the dynamics of a PDE due to the influence of external forces on 
the system. Being initially developed for finite-dimensional ODEs, the concept of 
deterministic chaos has been afterwards extended to systems governed by infinite­
dimensional PDEs. One of the earliest examples of deterministic chaos in PDEs is 
the “phase turbulence” in the context of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation [129]. 
For nearly integrable systems (such as perturbed nonlinear Schrodinger which will 
be considered in detail later) the existence of temporal chaos has been a subject 
of intensive research [105, 109, 116, 128]. Temporal chaos implies the existence of 
temporally chaotic solutions which are spatially regular and coherent. This type 
of behaviour is often triggered by instabilities due to perturbations, bifurcations, 
spatial extensions etc. As an example of temporal chaos one can mention the chaotic 
behaviour of travelling wave solutions. The study of the chaotic behaviour of such 
waves often reduces to the study of low-dimensional dynamical systems.
When the state is temporally chaotic (due to instability or some other mecha­
nism), it can also become spatially irregular, and this will be a spatio-temp orally 
chaotic state. There exist various definitions of the spatio-temporal chaos. We will 
adopt the definition proposed by McLaughlin and co-workers:
A system is spatio-temporally chaotic if it has temporally chaotic or­
bits and the spatial correlation between two such chaotic orbits decays
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exponentially with a spatial distance between the orbits [39, 109]).
One of the possible ways to analyse spatio-temporally chaotic behaviour in 
PDEs is to generalise methods from finite-dimensional dynamical systems to infinite­
dimensional by introducing an appropriate function-analytical setting. This would 
mean determining suitable function spaces for the problem and subsequently con­
sidering the corresponding geometric structure. In particular, a substantial amount 
of research on the example of the damped driven nonlinear Schrodinger equation 
has been done along these lines [38, 39, 109, 110]. The analysis in those papers can 
be divided into two main parts: the preparatory part and the main one. The first 
part relies heavily on integrability of the NLS equation to obtain an expression for 
the unperturbed heteroclinic orbit as well as a parameterisation for the perturbed 
manifolds. The second part uses this parametrisation to perform Melnikov-type mea­
surements of the distances between the perturbed manifolds, and thus conclude the 
existence of transverse heteroclinic intersections. Subsequently, conclusions about 
the possibility of chaotic behaviour can be drawn with the help of a suitable modi­
fication of the Smale-Birkhoff theorem [106].
1.3 T he M elnikov m ethod
The origin of the Melnikov method goes back to Melnikov [112], who considered the 
influence of a time-periodic perturbation on a planar differential equation, having a 
hyperbolic fixed point connected to itself by a homoclinic orbit. In the suspended 
system this hyperbolic fixed point corresponds to a hyperbolic periodic orbit, whose 
stable and unstable manifolds under perturbation may intersect transversely leading 
to a Smale horseshoe and a corresponding chaotic dynamics. In order to characterise 
the splitting of the manifolds, Melnikov used perturbation techniques and introduced 
a real-valued function which is the signed distance between the manifolds to the 
leading order. The same result was afterwards generalised in Chow, Hale & Mallet- 
Paret [41] in a more abstract setting. Essentially, a Melnikov method allows one 
to prove the existence of a homoclinic or heteroclinic intersection of the perturbed
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invariant manifolds.
For n-dimensional systems with a hyperbolic fixed point these results were gener­
alised by Gruendler [69, 70] and Palmer [117]. An overview of various issues involved 
in particular cases of such systems is discussed thoroughly in Wiggins [134].
Lately, more attention has been paid to homoclinic bifurcations and chaotic be­
haviour in systems with non-hyperbolic fixed points. In particular, one can mention 
the works concerning Melnikov’s method for the saddle-nodes (Schecter [126, 127]) 
and saddle-centres (Yagasaki [140,141] and Koltsova & Lerman [95, 96]). For saddle- 
centre fixed points with the centre subspace formed by the eigenvectors correspond­
ing to purely imaginary eigenvalues, Yagasaki [138] developed a Melnikov-type ar­
gument for systems having arbitrary dimensions of stable and unstable manifolds 
(equal between each other) and centre manifold. In this analysis it was assumed 
that the eigenvalues of the unperturbed Poincaré map lying on a unit circle will 
move either inside or outside of this circle under the action of a perturbation.
Although being used originally for detecting chaotic motions in systems governed 
by ODEs, the Melnikov method has been also used for analysis of chaotic behaviour 
in the solutions of partial differential equations. One can mention the seminal paper 
by Holmes & Marsden [75], where a Melnikov-type analysis was applied to the 
problem of a linearly damped sinusoidally forced buckled beam. Other problems in 
which a Melnikov-type method has been used to analyse chaotic behaviour are: the 
Sitnikov problem in celestial mechanics [46, 111], perturbed sine-Gordon equations 
[1, 115], nonlinear Schrodinger equations [109], a perturbed KdV-Burgers equation 
[68], the undamped buckled beam [140] and many others.
Melnikov’s method starts with the description of an unperturbed system of 
ODEs. This is usually a Hamiltonian system having a set of fixed points or just one 
fixed point. It is further assumed that this system possesses homo/heteroclinic con­
nections connecting those equilibria. The homo/heteroclinic connections are formed 
by the stable and unstable manifolds of the fixed points, which coincide in the un­
perturbed system. Then one can ask the question: what happens to those manifolds 
when the system is exposed to the influence of a time-periodic external perturba-
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tion. To answer this question first the persistence of the fixed point of Poincaré map 
(this corresponds to the persistence of a periodic solutions of the suspended system) 
and its invariant manifolds is considered, and then the analysis of possible splitting 
between these manifolds is performed.
Since the perturbation is assumed to be periodic it is natural to suspend the 
system, i.e. to make it autonomous by introducing additional variable playing the 
role of time in the perturbation. For the unperturbed system such a suspension 
would turn the fixed point into a periodic orbit. A tool often used to deal with 
periodic orbits and study their persistence and stability is the so-called Poincaré 
map or a time-T map [135]. This is nothing else but the flow map of the perturbed 
system acting over the period T. It is easy to see that the periodic orbits of the 
suspended system can be equivalently described as the fixed points of the Poincaré 
map. Therefore, the original fixed points in the unperturbed system correspond 
to the periodic orbits in the suspended system, and thus can be described as fixed 
points of the unperturbed Poincaré map. In order to prove that the unperturbed 
periodic orbits persist under perturbation, it is enough to show that the perturbed 
Poincaré map has a fixed point near the unperturbed one. In the case when the 
unperturbed fixed point is hyperbolic, the proof is straightforward and relies on the 
implicit function theorem [71]. Another approach is to assume that there exists a 
fixed point of the perturbed Poincaré map and that this perturbed fixed point is 
hyperbolic [138].
After the persistence of the perturbed periodic orbit is proved, the next question 
to be addressed is the persistence of invariant manifolds and parameterisation of 
trajectories lying in them. The research in this field has been very intensive in 
the last 30 years. Classical results of Fenichel [55, 56, 57] and others concerning 
the persistence of invariant manifolds can be found in a monograph by Hirsch, 
Pugh and Shub [74], where the invariant manifold theorem is proved for normally 
hyperbolic manifolds. A more recent discussion on this matter can be found in 
Wiggins [136]. Using the parameterisation of trajectories belonging to perturbed 
invariant manifolds, one can perform measurements of the distances between these
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manifolds [71, 134, 135, 138], and this provides the information about their possible 
intersections.
1.4 S tab ility  o f solitary waves
When a travelling wave solution of an equation is found, an immediate question 
to arise is whether this solution is stable. There are many different definitions of 
stability which reflect various areas of interest. One type of stability is the spectral 
(or linear) stability. A wave is called spectrally stable if its linearised problem has 
no solutions (in an appropriate function space) which grow exponentially fast in 
time. This corresponds to the absence of eigenvalues with positive real part in an 
eigenvalue problem in the spatial function space. Another type of stability is the 
nonlinear (Lyapunov) stability. Intuitively, a wave is nonlinearly stable if all waves 
which are initially nearby (in spatial sense) this wave, stay in a neighbourhood for all 
time. More rigorously this can be formulated in the following way: a wave solution 
Q(-) is called nonlinearly stable if, for every e > 0, there is a <5 > 0 such that if an 
initial condition Uq{-) is in some neighbourhood U§{Q), then the associated solution 
U{’,t) satisfies U{',t) e  Ue[{Q{' + T)\T G E}) for all t > 0. Often, one would have to 
measure the various neighbourhoods in this definition using different, not necessarily 
equivalent norms. Discussion of this issue as well as other aspects of spectral and 
nonlinear stability can be found in Sandstede [123].
In this thesis we will focus on linear stability questions. Among the various 
approaches to the study of the spectral stability problem associated with the lin­
earisation about a solitary wave, there is a dynamical systems method originally 
used by Evans in the study of the stability of nerve impulses [52]. This Evans func­
tion formalism has been generalised afterwards to stability analysis for parabolic 
PDEs [5], perturbed Hamiltonian or integrable systems [30, 31], dimension-breaking 
in nonlinear elliptic PDEs [32] etc. The main ingredient of this approach is the 
Evans function - a complex analytic function D{X) of a spectral parameter A G C, 
whose zeros correspond to the eigenvalues of linearised stability problem. In the
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last few years the Evans function framework has been applied to the study of sta­
bility for many solitary wave equations, and several numerical techniques have been 
developed to evaluate the Evans function [9, 34].
While trying to model real life systems, quite often one has to take into con­
sideration more than one spatial variable. With the increased spatial dimension, 
the range of possible dynamical features becomes much richer too. In the last few 
decades numerous coherent structures have been found, which are specific to spa­
tially two- and three-dimensional systems: cylindrical solitons, convective patterns, 
etc. [79]. At the same time, one can still return to the question of stability of soli­
tons, but the stability has to be studied taking into account all spatial dimensions. 
The increased spatial dimension can lead to a new type of instability, namely, the 
transverse instability of planar solitary waves. Transverse instability of a planar wave 
means that the originally one-dimensional soliton is linearly unstable with respect 
to perturbations in a direction transverse to the basic direction of propagation.
1.5 M ulti-sym plectification  o f partial differential 
equations
As it was mentioned in the first section of this chapter, many of the model equa­
tions which exhibit soliton solutions, are Hamiltonian. A Hamiltonian PDE has a 
corresponding temporal symplectic structure, acting on an infinite-dimensional spa­
tial function space. Due consideration has to be given to the choice of a suitable 
spatial function space. For the analysis of the occurrence of spatio-temporal chaos 
in PDEs, this classical Hamiltonian formulation has certain disadvantages as it does 
not take into account the dynamical role of the spatial variables. Many systems 
with temporal Hamiltonian structures have spatial Hamiltonian structures too.
The Hamiltonian structure in both spatial and temporal variables is made ex­
plicit by using a multi-symplectic formulation of the equations. This formalism was 
developed by Bridges [23, 24]. Being originally derived in the context of a water 
wave problem (see [22] and references therein), the multi-symplectic formalism was
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used later for the analysis of quasi-periodic patterns [25], in the study of linear and 
transverse instability of solitons [26, 27, 30, 31, 33], as well as for the investigation of 
dimension breaking [32]. The main feature of the multi-symplectic formalism is the 
assignment of a distinct symplectic structure to every spatial and temporal variable. 
As a result, the multi-symplectic formulation of the problem possesses additional 
geometrical information about the properties of its solutions, especially about the 
solitary wave solutions, compared to the classical Hamiltonian formalism.
To illustrate the process of multi-symplectifying a given Hamiltonian PDE, we 
consider the example of a nonlinear Schrodinger equation, which will appear fre­
quently in subsequent chapters (the presentation follows Bridges & Derks [31]). 
The NLS equation has the form
+  W (l $  I')'*', (1.5.1)
where "^{x,t) is a complex-valued function of (æ, t) G E  x M, and kP(-) : E  —> E can 
be any smooth function. Using the notation ^  — qi + 292 , the NLS equation (1.5.1) 
can be rewritten as a classical Hamiltonian system
Çi =  J ^ ,  with J  =  I ^ ^  I , g =  (qi,%),
dx,
and  ^/ (Ï) +(S)
with qi(x) and q2 {x) in some suitable function space. As mentioned before, in such a 
formulation the phase space is infinite-dimensional (in some suitable function space 
for qi{x) and q2 {x)), and moreover, there is no explicit account of spatial symplectic- 
ity. On the other hand, a multi-symplectic formulation would yield a description of 
the system on a finite-dimensional phase space. Introducing the additional variables 
P =  {PUP2 ) as
=  {qi +  iq2)x =  Pi +  ip2,
the NLS equation (1.5.1) can be recast in the following multi-symplectic represen­
tation;
M Zt + KZ^ = V S{Z ), (1.5.2)
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where
M  =
 ^ 0 -1 0 0 ^  ^ 0 0 -1 0 ^ ( q A
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 Ç2, K  =
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 Pi
0 0 1 0 0  J [p2 )
and
— Q (Pi +  PÏ) +  +  Qa)-2 "^  ^ 2
Now the partial differential equation (1.5.1) is represented by a pair of skew- 
symmetric matrices M  and K, and the scalar function S{Z) on It is note­
worthy that, as this pai'ticular example shows, although the matrices M  and K 
are skew-symmetric, they are not always invertible, and therefore the corresponding 
structures on E'  ^ are pre-symplectic. Sometimes the degeneracy of the matrices M  
and K  comes from the fact that the matrices are skew-symmetric, but they are 
defined on an odd-dimensional space. In this case the degeneracy can be eliminated 
by considering the system on the space with more state variables. The details about 
possible equivalent multi-symplectic formulations can be found in Laine-Pearson 
[103].
In general, a multi-symplectic system with one temporal and d spatial variables 
has the form
MZt  +  =  VS{Z) ,  Z e
2=1
(1.5.3)
where M  and K^, % =  1,..., d are some skew-symmetric matrices. There are many 
Hamiltonian PDEs which can be written as multi-symplectic systems. Some of 
them have been presented as examples in the above-mentioned works related to the 
stability of solitary waves [30, 31, 33]. The question about how large is the class 
of PDEs admitting the multi-symplectic formulation remains open. Nevertheless, 
many of PDEs relevant to applications are indeed in this class.
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1.6 Equi variance and relative equilibria
Many models for physical phenomena have special properties due to the fact that 
the underlying system is equivariant with respect to a Lie symmetry group. In 
this section the emphasis is on the symmetries which act on the dependent solution 
variables rather than on the independent space and time variables. By definition, 
a multi-symplectic system of the form (1.5.3) is equivariant with respect to a 1- 
dimensional Lie group Q with a generator ^ and a corresponding action Ge = exp(0G 
if for every solution Z(xi, ...,Xd,t) of (1.5.3) and every Ge G G, GqZ{x\, ...,Xd,t) is 
also a solution of (1.5.3). For the particular example of the NLS equation, the 
system is invariant under the action of the Lie group G — SO {2), where the vectors 
(9 1 ,^2) and (pi,P2) are rotated simultaneously. In the original variables this 
corresponds to a phase invariance. Since the system (1.5.3) has symplectic structures 
for each temporal and spatial variable, hence we use the generalisation of the classical 
Noether theory for this case [23] to conclude the existence of functionals P{Z)  and 
Qi{Z) satisfying
M((Z) =  V P(%), K(^(Z) = VQ(Z). (1.6.4)
Usually, a solitary wave represents a travelling wave solution connecting two 
uniform steady states of the PDE. In the case of the focusing NLS equation, localised 
bright solitons connect the uniform steady states Zq =  0. The defocussing NLS 
equation has dark solitons which connect two non-trivial steady states with different 
phases. The equi variance of the equations implies that there exists a full group orbit 
of steady states obtained by letting the group act on a single steady state: GqZq, 
Gg e  G^  These steady states can be generalised by changing them into the solutions 
aligned with a group orbit and travelling at some constant speed - the so-called, 
relative equilibria. In classical Hamiltonian systems, such solutions are represented 
as exp(at^ + 0)Zq.
Since both spatial and temporal dynamics are of interest for our study, the 
state at infinity will be taken in the more general form of a multi-sympletic relative
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equilibrium (MSRE),
Z{Xjt) == Gat+bixi+„.+bdXd+6o^ o{0‘jbi^ (1,6.5)
where a and b are some real parameters. Obviously, MSRE is a generalisation of a 
classical relative equilibrium for the case when both time and space are considered 
on equal grounds. Substitution of (1.6.5) in the original equation (1.5.2) shows that 
Zo{a,b) satisfies d
VS{Zo) = aVP{Zo) + (1.6.6)
where P{Zq) = V  and Qi^Zq) ~  Qi are specified real parameters. This equation can 
also be seen as the Euler-Lagrange equation for the critical point problem
crit {^(% )|f (^) =  P,Q<(%) =
Then the parameters a and b{ are the corresponding Lagrange multipliers.
If Zo(a,61 , . . . ,6d) is a solution of (1.6.6), then the manifold at infinity can be
defined as
A4oo(a, bi, ,..,bd) — {GffZo(a, b i , b d ) \ G d  G Q}.
This means that all solutions of (1.6.6) which are related by the group action are 
present in Aioo(<%, 6 ).
Finally, we generalise notion of a solitary wave solution of equation (1.5.2) to be 
a “multi-symplectic relative solitary wave”, Such a wave is a solution of the form
Z{x^if) — G(jt+6iæi+...+6da;tiH-0o'^(^ (%, ..., u), (1.6.7)
where the shape of a travelling wave Z  is bi-asymptotic to A4oo(û^ > &i> •••» &d)> i e. 
lim Z(æ;a, 6 ,u) =  E '^(a,6), Urn Z{x',a,b,v) = ZQ{a,b,v),X—^—OO X—KX)
where Zq are elements of the manifold at infinity Aioo(&, &i,..., &d)- For definiteness, 
in this formulation the state at —oo is taken to be independent of the velocity v. 
Obviously, the points ZJ" (a, 6) and Z^(a, 6 , f) are related by a certain group action, 
which involves the value of v
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The equivariance of the original equation implies that the shape of the solitary wave 
Z  satisfies the following equation
J .%  =  v y ( z ) ,  V{Z)  =  S { Z ) - a P { Z )  (1.6.8)
i=l
where the matrix
Jv =  K  “  t;M,
related to the dynamics in the frame travelling with the solitary wave, is assumed 
to be non-degenerate.
1.7 O verview  o f th e  th esis
This thesis can be divided into two main parts.
The first part is devoted to the study of periodic perturbations of equivariant 
multi-symplectic PDEs with solitary wave solutions. A Melnikov-type method for 
the analysis of perturbed invariant manifolds is developed and illustrated with two
examples: a perturbed Korteweg-de Vries equation and a perturbed NLS equation.
The second part of this thesis employs a variety of analytical and numerical meth­
ods to investigate the transverse instability of solitary waves for the two-dimensional 
Boussinesq equation and the generalised fifth-order Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equa­
tion.
In Chapter 2 we consider the unperturbed multi-symplectic systems, their trav­
elling wave solutions and relevant properties. Particular attention is paid to the 
symplectic structure of these equations, as well as to their symmetry properties, 
and consequences of those properties are studied.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the study of the multi-symplectic systems with solitary 
wave solutions in the presence of periodic equivariant perturbations. First of all, we 
obtain a necessary condition for the persistence of the fixed point of the Poincaré 
map. This result is then used to prove the persistence of the fixed point in two 
generic cases: when the continuation of the fixed point can be performed for all 
values of the velocity b and when such a continuation can be done only for isolated
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values of b (this means that the perturbation satisfies a certain non-degeneracy 
condition). Since we will consider the case where the unperturbed fixed point is 
non-hyperbolic, therefore the arguments based on the implicit function theorem 
cannot be applied. On the other hand, the origin of non-hyperbolicity is known: it 
is due to the symmetry group. We will use this information to prove the persistence 
of the fixed point in a more general setting which takes the influence of the group 
into account. The proof of the persistence of the fixed point for the perturbed 
Poincaré map uses a Lyapunov-Schmidt-typ e approach [64], in which the knowledge 
of the symmetry in the system is exploited. To be precise, we will show that if the 
perturbation is equivariant and satisfies a certain condition, then the whole group 
orbit of the unperturbed fixed points persists under this perturbation.
The above-mentioned two cases lead to different spectra of the linearised per­
turbed Poincaré map. The information about the spectrum will motivate a geometric 
construction of the perturbed invariant manifolds and the study of the correspond­
ing splittings between them. We will derive Melnikov-type conditions which ensure 
transverse intersections of the perturbed manifolds in both cases. As it was already 
mentioned, in our case the fixed point is not hyperbolic, but the symmetry is known, 
and this can be used for a geometric construction of the perturbed invariant mani­
folds. This idea is similar to the method of splitting the total dynamics in dynamics 
along the group orbit and dynamics in a slice transverse to the group orbit first re­
alised in Krupa [98] for compact Lie groups, and later generalised for differentiable 
proper actions of non-compact Lie groups by Fiedler, Sandstede, Scheel & Wulff 
[59],
The method developed in the first chapters will have applications in various 
areas like hydrodynamical systems, models from nonlinear optics, mathematical 
biology and epidemiology. In Chapter 4, the theory is illustrated with two specific 
examples: a perturbed KdV equation and a perturbed NLS equation. At the end of 
this chapter we discuss implications of the intersection of perturbed manifolds for a 
possible chaotic dynamics.
Chapter 5 is the start of the second part of this thesis and is the first of two chap-
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ters devoted to the study of transverse instability of solitary waves. This chapter is 
based on the paper [17] by Blyuss, Bridges and Derks. In this chapter a detailed 
study of this instability is performed for the two-dimensional Boussinesq equation. 
A geometric condition for the transverse instability, which uses the multi-symplectic 
formulation of the equation, is obtained. This condition provides a relation between 
the instability growth rate and the transverse wavenumber in the long-wavelength 
regime. To study the linear transverse instability for the entire range of wavenum- 
bers, we use an Evans function-type formalism. Finally, numerical simulations of the 
full original PDE are performed to gain an insight into the long-time development 
of the transverse instability. This will give an understanding of the behaviour of the 
system beyond the linear regime. The numerical growth rate of the instability proves 
to be in a good correspondence with the one obtained analytically with the Evans 
function method. Prom the simulations one can conclude that all solitary waves 
which are linearly stable in one dimension, are transversely unstable. Moreover, 
they collapse in finite time.
Chapter 6 analyses the transverse instability for the generalised fifth-order 
Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation. First we perform a linear stability analysis for 
small transverse wavenumbers. The resulting condition for the transverse insta­
bility coincides with the one for the generalised Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation 
without the fifth-order term. In order to study the transverse instability for larger 
values of transverse wavenumbers, we calculate Evans function numerically using 
exterior algebra. This gives the dependence of the instability growth rate on the 
transverse wavenumbers. The results are presented for several values of the power 
of the nonlinearity.
We end this thesis in Chapter 7 with a discussion of some open problems and 
topics for further study.
Solitary waves in m ulti-sym plectic system s
In the next chapters we will use the multi-symplectic formulation of PDEs, as pre­
sented in the Introduction, to develop a Melnikov-type analysis of the persistence of 
heteroclinic intersections under perturbations. The systems will be equivariant with 
respect to a 1-dimensional symmetry group. As it will become clear, the symmetry 
plays a vital role in the geometric constructions within the analysis of the perturbed 
systems.
This chapter starts with a presentation of the main properties of solitary waves 
in multi-symplectic equivariant PDEs. A restriction to travelling waves reduces the 
perturbed multi-symplectic problem to a system of perturbed Hamiltonian ODEs. 
We consider the properties of the unperturbed reduced system, especially its Hamil­
tonian nature, and discuss the geometry of the unperturbed invariant manifolds,
2.1 T he unperturbed m ulti-sym plectic  system
We consider an unperturbed multi-symplectic system of the form
M Zt + KZ^ = VS{Z) ,  Z  e  R t  (2.1.1)
This system is assumed to be equivariant with respect to a one-dimensional 
symmetry group.
H ypothesis 1 (HI);
The system (2.1.1) is equivariant with respect to a one-parameter symmetry group 
Q, spanned by the generator
16
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This implies
DGI{Z)MDGq{Z) = M, DGI{Z)KDGq{Z) =  K,
=  5"(Z), VZ G Gg G
After going to a moving frame [t,x) —^ { t,x  — vt) equation (2.1.1) becomes
MZi 4- JvZx ~  V5(Z), where =  K  — uM. (2.1.2)
By the multi-symplectic Noether theorem [23] there exists a pair of functionals 
(F, Gy) such that
M ^(Z) =  V F(Z), J ,^(Z ) =  VC^(Z). (2.1.3)
We note here that unlike the situation in the Introduction we are now using the
matrix instead of K  for the definition of a second functional. Therefore, this 
new functional Gy{Z) is related to Q{Z) by C'^(Z) =  Q{Z) — vP{Z). For the future 
convenience, we will introduce the relative equilibria with respect to space and time 
variables step by step. So, first we will look for the solutions of equation (2 .1 .2 ) in 
the form of temporal relative equilibria, i.e.
Z(æ,t) =  Gat%), (2.1.4)
where the temporal velocity a will be considered as a fixed parameter in all the fur­
ther analysis. Therefore, in subsequent calculations we will suppress the dependence 
of various quantities on a. Substituting expression (2.1.4) into (2 .1 .2 ) and using the 
equivariance give the following equation for Z{x)
JyZx =  VS'(Z) -  aVP(Z). (2.1.5)
The states at infinity will be taken as relative equilibria of this system (or multi-
symplectic relative equilibria in the sense of original PDE), i.e., solutions of the
equation (2.1.5) of the form
Z{x) =  GbxPo{b), (2.1.6)
where the spatial velocity 6 is a parameter. Substitution of this expression into
(2.1.5) shows that po satisfies
V^(po) =  aVF(po) +  6VC«(po). (2.1.7)
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Of course, po in this equation can be any element of the group orbit Gepo{b). We 
introduce the invariant manifold at infinity as
=  {Ggpo(6)|Gg €
As described in the Introduction, the solitary wave is a solution of the system (2 .1 .2 ) 
of the form
Z{x,t) = Gat+bxZ{x\b,v), (2 .1 .8 )
where the shape of the solitary wave Z  satisfies (omitting tildes)
J A  = H^(Z) = S(Z) -  aP{Z) -  bCy{Z), (2.1.9)
and Z{x) converges to an element of jMcc(6) for |a;| —> oo.
Equation (2.1.9) is a Hamiltonian system with with x playing the role of time 
and Hq{Z) being the Hamiltonian function. This equation follows from (2.1.2) by 
restricting to travelling wave solutions. To have a proper and smooth ODE the 
following assumption will be imposed
H ypothesis 2 (H2):
a) The skew-symmetric matrix J^ , =  K  — is invertible.
b) The Hamiltonian Hq{Z) is G^ (r > 2).
Since the matrix is assumed to be invertible by (H 2 a), we can rewrite the 
unperturbed system in the standard form
f - Z  = J j 'V g g (g ) . (2 .1 .1 0 )
The construction of the generalised solitary wave (2.1.8) leads to the following as­
sumption regarding the solutions of the Hamiltonian system (2.1.10).
H ypothesis 3 (H3);
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a) There is an interval B C M., such that for all b £ B, the system (2.1.10) has 
a fixed point po{b) and a corresponding relative heteroclinic orbit Zq{x ) such 
that
(Z ^(x)) , (2,1.11)
and linia;__oo Z^ o(®) =  PoW weZZ as linix-^+oo Zq(x ) = Gepo{b), for some 
Gq G Q, Moreover, the orbits Zq{x) approach the fixed points po(6), respec­
tively, Gepo{b), exponentially fast with the velocity \ ,  which means that the 
limits linia;^_oo (Zq{x ) — po{b)) and linia;_oo {Zq{x) — Gepo{b)) exist.
b) At the fixed points Po(b) the group generator ^{po{b)) does not vanish.
c) The vectors V H q{Z) and VC'„(Z) are pointwise linearly independent at any 
point Z G except for the fixed points GePo{b).
As before, in hypothesis (H3) Z^(x) denotes any element of the group orbit of 
solutions G6 Zq{x).
The equivariance of the original system (2.1.1) under the action of the symmetry 
group Q carries over to the system (2.1.9), which has several consequences. First of 
all, it means that the quantity Cy(Z) defined in (2.1.3) is conserved in the spatial 
dynamics of (2.1.9). Secondly, it implies that po and Zq(x) are embedded in groups 
of solutions, namely, there is a family of the fixed points GePo{b), Gq € Q and a 
corresponding family of heteroclinic orbits GqZqIx ). Finally, the equivariance of the 
equations leads to the following result.
Lem m a 1 For any b the identities
{V H l{Z U {Z ))  = n,MZ, ^
D^H^o(Po{b))({po{b)) = Q,
hold, where D“^Hq denotes the standard Hessian of the Hamiltonian.
Proof. The invariance of the Hamiltonian Hq implies that jHo(Gg(Z)) =  Hq{Z) 
for any Gq e  G and any Z. Differentiating this equality with respect to 6  and then 
setting ^ =  0 we recover the first identity in (2.1.12). Next, we note that the fixed
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points po{b) of the systems (2.1.9) are defined as the points satisfying a relation 
VFo(po(&)) =  0. Substituting in this equation Ggpo(6) as an argument and then 
again differentiating with respect to 6  and setting it equal to zero, we recover the 
second identity in (2 .1 .1 2 ). □
We will use the result that ^(po) is in the kernel of the operator D‘^ Hq{pq) in order 
to obtain the properties of the linearisation near the fixed points GePo{b).
Lem m a 2 For any b the linearisation (po(^)) around the point po{b) has
the spectrum {0 , 0 ,±A}, A > 0. The zero eigenvalue of this linearisation has the 
corresponding eigenvector ^{po{b)) and a generalised eigenvector u which satisfies
Proof. The conclusion about the presence of a zero eigenvalue among the spectrum 
of the linearisation follows from the fact that the matrix is non-degenerate and 
the second of relations (2.1.12) in Lem m a 1 . Differentiating the fixed point equation
=  0
with respect to b and recalling the definition of Hq from (2.1.9), we obtain
(p„(6)) ^  (po(i-)) =  ((poW).
Therefore, we can conclude that the zero eigenvalue of the operator 3~^D'^Hq {po(b)) 
has algebraic multiplicity two with the generalised eigenvector given by
dpo 
^  '
By the Hypothesis (H3a) there exist relative heteroclinic orbits Z q ( x )  which 
connect the equilibria GdPo{b) and approach these equilibria exponentially fast with 
the velocity A. This allows us to conclude the presence of the eigenvalues ±A in the 
spectrum of the operator 3~^D'^Hq (po(6)). □
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The essence of this result is as follows. In the absence of the perturbation, the 
system has a double zero eigenvalue (one zero eigenvalue due to the presence of a 
symmetry group, and another since the unperturbed system is Hamiltonian) and 
a pair of hyperbolic eigenvalues ±X. The hyperbolic eigenvalues correspond to the 
exponential decay of the heteroclinic solution Zq{x) to po{b) as x approaches —oo, 
and to Ge^Po{b) as a; —> + 0 0 , respectively, for some Ge^ G G>
2.2 Poincare m ap
In the next chapters we will consider the multi-symplectic system in the presence 
of an external perturbation periodic with period T. Therefore, we rewrite equation
(2 .1 .1 0 ) as a suspended system
J A  =  V ffJ(z)
dr
dx =  LÜ, (2.2.13)
Sttwhere w =  — . Due to the smoothness assumption (H 2 b), this system has the 
smooth flow (the zero in the definition of denotes the
fact that the unperturbed system is considered).
For the suspended system (2.2.13) one can define the Poincaré map as
where ttI : x —>■ denotes the projection onto the first factor. The fixed
points GePo{b) of the unperturbed system (2.1.10) correspond to periodic orbits 
=  {Gepo{b),cox 4- tq) in the suspended system (2.2.13). In view of this 
duality, the points GdPo{b) can be described as the fixed points of the unperturbed 
Poincaré map H°' .^
For later use, we introduce the following linear operator (matrix)
Lo{b) = cn " '"  (po(b)) -  I, (2.2.14)
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where I  is the identity matrix. Considering the fixed point equation for the unper­
turbed Poincaré map
n “’''(PoW) =  Po(6), 
one can easily prove the following identity
=  (2.2.15)p=po(b) «0
Now we prove three auxiliary lemmas which concern the properties of the operator 
Lo{b). The first one indicates that the generator ^{po{b)) lies in the kernel of the 
operator Lo(6); the second one states that the vector is the generalised eigen­
vector corresponding to the zero eigenvalue of the operator Lo{b), and finally the 
third lemma shows that the vector VCy{po{b)) is orthogonal to the range of this 
operator.
Lem m a 3 For any b the following relation holds
Ao(%(po(6)) =  0 . (2.2.16)
Proof. The unperturbed system is equivariant with the respect to a symmetry
group, therefore its flow commutes with the group action. The same conclusion 
obviously carries over for the Poincaré map. Hence, one can write
n “''’ (GeZ) = (Z ) , VZ e  R", VGe € g.
Differentiating this equation with respect to 6  and setting  ^=  0 we obtain
DR°'’{Z)^{Z) =  f  (n ^ '^ Z )) .
Substitution Z  = po{b) completes the proof of the Lemma. □
Lem m a 4 For any b the following relation holds
io ( 6) ^ = T f ( p o ( 6)). (2.2.17)
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Proof. Using the relation between the unperturbed Poincare map and the flow of 
the corresponding Hamiltonian system, operator Lo{b) can be written as
Lo{b) =  exp (po(6))] -  /. (2.2.18)
By the definition of the exponent of a matrix, we can write the matrix Lq(J)) as
Lo(6) = (po(6)) +  +  ... (2.2.19)
Acting with this operator on the vector and using the relation
(po(b)) = ^{po{b))
from the proof of Lem m a 2  we obtain the assertion of the Lem m a. □
R em ark. From this lemma and (2.2.15) it follows that
P—Po(6)
Lem m a 5 For any b the vector'VCv(po{b)) is orthogonal to the range of the operator 
Lo{b).
Proof. Considering the inner product with VC„(po(6)) and using the expansion 
(2.2.19) for Lo(b), we  obtain for any vector U
( L o ( b ) U , V C . , ( p o m  =
=  /  |rj;'£>^ff„‘(po(6)) + i  [TJ;^V ^f fS (po(b )) f  +  . . . |  t/, VC„(po(6))^ =
=  | t 7  +  iT ^J-i£)^ff‘ (p„(6)) +  . . . j  U , D ^ N S ( p o ( b ) ) J - W C , ( p o ( b ) ) j  =  0,
(2 .2 .20)
since J “ ^VCi,(po(&)) =  ^(PoW) and D^H^(po(b))^(po(b)) =  0  by (2 .1 .1 2 ). □
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Figure 2.1: Geometry of the unperturbed phase space. Different points on the group 
orbit GePo are connected by the relative heteroclinic orbits Zo{x).
2.3 G eom etry o f th e  invariant m anifolds
As we noted in the previous section, the periodic orbits correspond to the fixed 
point of the Poincaré map. Such a duality allows one to obtain information about 
the behaviour near the fixed points of the Poincaré map, and then use this knowledge 
to study the dynamics of the full system near its periodic orbits, which correspond 
to the above-mentioned fixed points of the Poincaré map.
Therefore, we begin with the expression of the linearised Poincaré map for the 
autonomous system (2.2.13), which has the form
D lf ‘‘'’{po{b)) =  exp[rJ;:D "g^(po(6))]. (2.3.21)
In Lem m a 2 the spectrum of the matrix J “*D^1Îq(î)o(6)) has been obtained. We 
will use this information to understand the local geometric structure of the invariant 
manifolds near the group orbit of the periodic solutions. Pi’om Lem m a 2 it follows 
that for each b the fixed point po{b) has a one-dimensional stable manifold and a 
one-dimensional unstable manifold. Equivariance of the Poincaré map allows to 
make these manifolds two-dimensional by letting the group act on them.
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Due to above-mentioned duality between the fixed points of the Poincaré map 
and the periodic orbits of the full system, for each fixed value of b there exists a one­
dimensional periodic orbit Jo(^) — (Po(b),cox-hro) of the suspended system (2.2.13). 
The equivariance of the unperturbed fiow with respect to the symmetry group al­
lows one to extend this orbit to a two-dimensional invariant manifold G '^y .^ From 
L em m a 2 it now follows that this two-dimensional object has three-dimensional in­
variant local stable and unstable manifolds (jq) (these are parts of the local
centre-stable and centre-unstable manifolds, respectively). The global analogues of 
these manifolds,
GeM/'(7o‘)=G «U <oW ^te(7S),
GsW'“ (7S )= G eU > oW ,ï,(7S ),
consist of the heteroclinic orbits {GqZq{x ) ,cjx H- t q ), and these two manifolds co­
incide, forming a three-dimensional cylinder Pq. Each point on this cylinder can 
be characterised by a tuple (æo,7o,^o), where xq and tq correspond to the position 
along the trajectory Zq(x) and initial phase, while Ûq is the group parameter.
This three-dimensional cylinder is embedded in a five-dimensional ambient space 
(five dimensions are due to the fact that we consider the suspended system). There­
fore, at each point the normal plane to this manifold is spanned by two vec­
tors. As we already noted in section 2 .2 , due to the equivariance of the unper­
turbed system the quantities Hq and Gy are constants of motion on the trajecto­
ries of the system (2.1.10). Thus, the manifold Pq is a part of the hypersurface 
Gy =  const, Hq = const, and this implies that in the unperturbed systems the dy­
namics takes place on the level sets of Gy and -Hj- This will be important in our 
consideration of the perturbed manifolds in the next chapter. Due to the assumption 
(H3c), the vectors S/Hq{Z) and 'VCy{Z) are pointwise linearly independent at all 
points Z, which are different from the fixed points Gopo{b). Thus, one can conclude 
that the normal plane to the three-dimensional manifolds Gi9kF^’'“(7 o(a;)) is spanned 
at each point GeZ^{x) by the vectors (Viîo(<^e^o(^))) O) and (yGy{GeZQ{x)),0 ) 
evaluated at this point.
It also follows from Lem m a 2  that besides the unit eigenvalue of the linearised
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Poincaré map, which corresponds to the symmetry of the system, the linearisation 
near each po(6) has one more unit eigenvalue having a generalised eigenvector. The 
structure corresponding to this eigenvalue has the following geometrical interpreta­
tion. As long as we choose 6 and the corresponding fixed point Po( )^> this effectively 
means that we have chosen a level set of Gy on which the dynamics of the system 
will take place. Also this implies that we have transformed coordinates into a frame 
moving along the group direction with velocity h. At the same time, the original 
system can have all kinds of other solutions having the same structure but moving 
along the group direction with different velocities. They belong to different level 
sets of Gy (characterised by the corresponding values of 6), and therefore transition 
between them is impossible as long as the initial condition for the system is fixed. 
Therefore, one concludes that an attempt to embed the three-dimensional manifolds 
GefP®’“(7 o(a;)) into four-dimensional ones by including the structure corresponding 
to the second unit eigenvalue of the linearised Poincar’e map is equivalent to con­
sidering the union of the manifolds for different values of h\
Equivariant non-autonom ous perturbations o f  
m ulti-sym plectic system s
So far, we have considered the unperturbed multi-symplectic system and discussed 
its properties after the travelling wave reduction is performed. The explicit knowl­
edge of the system’s features such as its Hamiltonian structure and the symmetry 
has provided an important insight in the geometry of the unperturbed phase space.
Now we will use this information to study the behaviour of multi-symplectic 
systems in the presence of external perturbations. The analysis will be restricted 
to the travelling wave solutions of the perturbed equation. Although this approach 
may seem restrictive as it does not capture the full range of possible dynamics in the 
original multi-symplectic PDE, still it should provide an important insight into the 
low-dimensional dynamics of this PDE as well as the possibility of chaos. Besides, 
developing a systematic approach to studying the low-dimensional chaos in such 
systems can be a first step towards the complete understanding, description and 
control of the fully spatio-temporal chaos in PDEs.
3.1 Introduction
Our analysis starts with the perturbed multi-symplectic equation
M Zi  4- JyZx = VS{Z)  -h eF{Z, ljx), where =  K  — uM, (3.1.1)
where e is a small parameter, and v is the velocity due to a transformation to a 
frame moving with the perturbation. Properties of the unperturbed system (e — 0) 
are assumed to be the same as stated in the Hypotheses in the previous chapter.
Now we make precise our assumptions about the perturbation F. iI
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H ypothesis I P  (H IP ):
a) The perturbation F  is periodic in its second variable with period 27t, i.e. 
F{-,lû{x -\-T)) = F{',lox), where T  = ~ .
b) F  : R4 X 6^1 - ,  qt (y, > 3 )^  ^here = R/27T.
c) The perturbation F  is equivariant with respect to a symmetry group Q of the 
unperturbed equation. This means
F{GeZ,u jx)  =  \DGl[Z)]-'^ F { Z ,w x ) ,  Ge e  G.
The fact that the equivariance of the unperturbed equation is preserved by the
perturbation as is stated in (H lP c ) , allows us to look for solutions of the equation
(3.1.1) in the same form as we did for the unperturbed system, namely,
Z{x,t)  =  Gat+bxZ{x). (3.1.2)
As before, velocity a = à will be considered fixed throughout. Substitution of (3.1.2) 
in (3 .1 .1 ) gives the following equation for the perturbed shape (omitting the tildes)
=  3 -^ V H ^ {Z )  +  c F { Z , u x ) ,  (3.1,3)
where the unperturbed Hamiltonian is
H^{Z)  =  S ( Z )  -  à P { Z )  -  bC{Z) ,
and F  =  Since the perturbation F  is periodic, we can consider instead of
equation (3.1.3) the perturbed suspended system
Z ,  =  3 :^V H i(Z ) + eF{Z,r),
—  = w. (3.1.4)dx
Due to the smoothness assumptions (H2b) and (H lP b ), this system has the 
smooth flow X X S^. Following the same approach as in Chapter
2, one can introduce for the system (3.1.4) the perturbed Poincaré map as
u ‘‘^ z  = iTi^ÿ{z ,o),
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where ttI : x 5^ —> denotes the projection onto the first factor. For e =  0
the system (3.1.3) is autonomous, and as discussed in Section 2.3, the fixed points 
Gepo{b) give rise to periodic orbits ((?6Po(^),^a;-l-7o) of the unperturbed suspended 
system (2.2.13). This allowed us to describe the points Gepo{b) as the fixed points of 
the unperturbed Poincaré map 11°’*’. In the perturbed case one can ask whether there 
exist perturbed T-periodic orbits [GqPI{x ) ,ujx +  tq) near {Gepo{b),Lux +  tq). This 
is equivalent to finding the fixed points Gepl = Ggf^(O) of the perturbed Poincaré 
map near Ggpo{b).
Persistence of the fixed points of the Poincaré map under the perturbation im­
plies a certain condition on the unperturbed state. Indeed, assume there exists a 
smooth curve of periodic solutions {Pj’(æ), |e| < cq} of equation (3.1.3) with period 
T  and lim^^oP^{x) =  Pq{x) = Po{b). We multiply both sides of Eq. (3.1.3) with 
'^Cy{P^{x)) — Jy^{Pç{x)) and integrate over the period. The left-hand side now 
vanishes:
f  ( v a ( p ^ w ) ,  =  f  i c .
=  a  (iŸ(0)) -  C. [I*{T)) =  0, (3.1.5)
since P^{x) is a periodic solution of the equation (3.1.3) of period T. Therefore, one 
obtains the relation
£  (^F{I^{x),x),3.,({P!(x)))dx = 0 , e ^ 0 .
Using the definition of F  we can rewrite the last relation as
£  (^F{P^{x),xU{P^{x)))dx  =  0, e ^  0. (3.1.6)
This motivates the definition of the following quantities
R{p,x) = {F{p,x),({p)), (3.1.7)
p T  ^
i?(e,6 , p ) = /  A(?ri$ '^*'(p, 0),æ)dæ, (3.1.8)Jo
and
Ro{b) — R{0,b,po(b)) — / R{po{b),x)dx. (3.1.9)Vo
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Taking the limit e ^  0 and using continuity in (3.1.6), we obtain a necessary condi­
tion for the persistence of po{b) as a fixed point of the Poincaré map in the perturbed 
system:
Ro{b)= [  (F{pQ{b),x),^{po{b)))dx = 0. (3.1.10)Jo
This necessary condition for the persistence of the fixed points is an example of a so- 
called selection mechanism^ which was used in [116] in the context of the perturbed 
NLS equation for similar purposes, i.e. to identify possible unperturbed solutions 
which can survive under the perturbation.
3.2 P ersistence o f th e  fixed point
Under our hypotheses on the unperturbed system, there exist various group orbits 
of fixed points of the unperturbed Poincaré map depending on the parameter b. 
This section focuses on the question: Which of these fixed points persist under the 
perturbation? In particular, we consider two different cases.
The first one is when the perturbation has no component in the group direction 
(what can be described formally as i?(p, x) vanishing trivially for all values of p and 
æ), and which means that the perturbation F  does not change the value of the Cy 
level sets. In this case, the continuation of the fixed point can be performed for any 
value of 6 , and hence, for any value of Cy.
The second situation is when the perturbation F  does have a component in the 
group direction (i.e. F  points out of the (7„-level sets), and therefore, in general the 
condition Ro{b) — 0 holds only for certain values of b, and only for those values it 
might be possible to continue the fixed points
In both cases we will perform this continuation “pointwise” , i.e. we pick a single 
element on the unperturbed group orbit and describe the procedure of how it can 
be continued to a corresponding element on the perturbed group orbit (the latter 
exists since the perturbation is equivariant).
We begin by considering the first case when the perturbation F  does not change 
the Cy level sets.
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T heorem  6  Let R{p,x) = 0 for any values of p and x. Then for any b, there is 
an 6o > 0  small and a smooth curve {Pe{b), |e| < cq} of fixed points of the perturbed 
Poincare map for system (3,1.4), and Pe{b) =  Po{b).
Proof. Fix b (in the following calculations we will suppress the dependence of po 
on 6). We shall look for solutions (pej^ e^) G x E  of the following system
n^’^ (Pc) - P e P  a,VCy{pe) =  0 , _  g
{Pe-Po,^{po)) =  0 .
The first equation of this system is a modification of the fixed-point equation for 
the perturbed Poincare map, where we added a term which is orthogonal to the 
range of the operator of the linearised Poincaré map Lo{b). The idea behind this 
modification is similar to the idea behind the Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction. For 
Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction the space is split in two parts: in one part the implicit 
function theorem is used to show the existence of solutions to the equation, and for 
the other part one has to study a projected equation.
From the equivariance of the perturbed flow with respect to the group action 
follows the equivariance of the corresponding Poincaré map. This means that if 
there exists a fixed point p^ of the perturbed Poincaré map, then there exists an 
orbit GePe of such points. For the application of the implicit function theorem we 
would like to find a unique fixed point (all others can be obtained from this one by 
the group action), hence we need to choose exactly one out of all possible candidates 
lying on the orbit GePe- This is done in the second equation in (3.2.11), where it is 
required that in the process of continuation from po to pg, the curve Pe, |e| < eo does 
not have a component in the group direction.
Our strategy is to use implicit function theorem in order to show that the system
(3.2.11) has a unique solution (pe,f7g) for e ^  0 small. Then we will show that 
is equal to zero. This means that the found pg is indeed the fixed point of the 
perturbed Poincaré map.
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First we note that for e — 0 system (3.2.11) has a unique solution given by (po, 0). 
The linearisation matrix of (3.2.11) near this solution, at e — 0 is
LIN ■= I
V 0
This matrix is invertible. To show this we demonstrate that it has a trivial kernel. 
Indeed, assume that
Therefore, we have
Lo{b)U TpVC^(po) =  0, and (^(po),U) =  0.
Taking the inner product of the first equation with VCu(po) (due to the Hypothesis 
(H3b) one has VCy{po) =  Jv< (^po) 0) and using the result of Lem m a 3 that 
VCu(po) is orthogonal to the range of the operator Lo{b) we obtain
p||VC'ii(po)||^ =  0 , and therefore p =  0 .
Hence, we can conclude that U G kerLo(6), and thus it can be written as U = 
R-^{po)' Substituting this into the second equation we find
ATK(po)||" = O ^ K  = O ^ U ^ O .
So, we can conclude that LIN has a trivial kernel, and therefore it is an invertible 
matrix. The implicit function theorem then tells that for e 7  ^ 0 small there exists a 
solution (pe,cTg) of the system (3.2.11), such that limg_o(pccrj =  (po,0).
Our next goal is to show that vanishes. We will prove this by using the 
equivalence of the fixed points of the Poincare map and the periodic orbits of the 
suspended system. Let Ze{x) be any solution of the perturbed system (3.1.3). Using 
that Cy{Z) is a constant of motion, one deduces
=  - (v a (^ e (æ ) ) ,  J„-‘Viîo‘(2.(æ)) +  eF{Z,{x),x))
= e^F(Zg(æ), æ), ^(Zg(æ))^ =  eR{Ze{x),x) =  0, (3.2.12)
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due to the assumption of R  vanishing everywhere. Thus, the value of Cy remains 
constant along any trajectory of the perturbed system. In particular, this implies 
that the values of Cy at the point pe and at the Poincaré map of this point are the 
same:
C „(n ‘’*'(p.)) = C .(p .) .  (3.2.13)
Expanding the left-hand side of this equation near Pe in Taylor series with remainder, 
we obtain
G. (n«'"(p.)) = (p,) + (vc„ (p.) ,n''‘’(p,) -  %)
+ 1 { d ^c „{p ) ( n '’‘(p,) - p . ) , n = % ) - % ) ,  (3.2.14)
where |p — Pe| < fj, — Pe| ,0 < ^  < 1. Since we know from (3.2.11) that
n^’^ (Pe) —Pe = —<^eVCt;(pe), substitution of (3.2.14) in (3.2.13) yields
<^.||VC„(p,)||^ =  ia,^(Z>^a(p)VC„(p.), VC„(p,)) < (3.2.15)
for some constant K.  Here a uniform bound estimate has been used since Cy is 
smooth, and the points p^ and p are near the starting point po* Therefore either
=  0 , or I
||VC„(p.)|p <  ^K a„  :
what equivalently can be written as I
^  2 ||V G „(p.)f 
K  ■
In the limit e 0 the right-hand side of this inequality is bounded away from 
zero, and therefore lime_o<^e ^  0  what contradicts the above-mentioned result of i
the implicit function theorem which requires limg_o cTg =  0 . So, we are left with the j
only possibility when ~  0 . This completes the proof of the theorem. □ I
Next, we consider the case when R  does not vanish everywhere. In this 
situation, the equation Ro{b) =  R{pQ{h),x)dx =  0 will select those points po(6) 
which might be used for the continuation. For isolated values of h satisfying the 
condition Ro{b) =  0, the fixed point can be continued for the perturbed system.
An important remark here is that in this process of continuation we will have to
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“adjust” b from its starting value b to some new value 6g
T heorem  7 Let b is such that Ro{b) = 0. I f  7  ^ 0, then 'there is an eo 7  ^0
small and a curve {{pe,b^), |e| < eo} of the fixed points p  ^ of the perturbed Poincare 
map for system (3.1.4), ond limg^oPe =  Po^)> as well as limg_,o 6g — b.
Proof. The proof will follow similar ideas to the ones in the previous theorem. In 
the subsequent calculations we will employ the notation po =  Po(^)- We shall look 
for solutions (pg, &e, tjg) E x E x E  of the following extended system
-  Pe +  o-gVC (^pg) =  0 ,
i?(6 , 6g,Pe) =  0 , (3.2.16)
(Pe - P 0 ,C(P0 )) =  0 .
This system is different from the system (3.2.11) due to the presence of the second 
equation R{e,be,Pe) =  0 and an extra variable 6g. In the case considered in the 
T heorem  6 , this condition was assumed to hold trivially for all values of pg, while 
in the present case this condition will choose the proper value of the parameter b 
after the continuation.
For e =  0 a unique solution of this system is (po, 6 ,0), where the value oî bo — b 
is determined by the second equation (note that the uniqueness of b follows from the 
fact that b is an isolated zero of Ro{b)). The linearisation matrix of (3.2.16) near 
this solution, at e =  0  is
LIN :=
( V:o(6) ^ ( P o )
Viî{O.S,po) f(0 .6 ,p o ) 
«Po)^ 0
To show that this matrix is invertible, assume that
V
VG„(po)
0
0
\
LIN =  0 ,
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Therefore, we have
Lo{b)U + +  gVC„(po) =  io (S )  [u -  / ? ? # ]  +  gVG.(po) =  0,
(V iî(0 ,6 ,p o ) ,C /)+ /3 2 S ^  =  0, (3.2.17)
(^(Po)j U) ~  0 }
where in the first equation we have used the identity (2.2.15). Taking the inner 
product of the first equation with VQ,(po) ^  0  and using the fact that VC^(po) is 
orthogonal to the range of the operator Lo(b) we obtain
p||VCu(po)|P =  0 , and therefore p =  0 .
Hence, we can conclude that U — 6  kerLo(6), and thus it can be rewritten
as C/ = H^(po) -h • Substituting this into the second equation of (3.2.17) we 
find
With the assumption on the derivative of Ro{b) from the statement of the theorem.
this implies that /? =  0, and therefore U =  J<’^ (po)- Substitution of this into the 
third equation of (5.3.15) yields
^ ii« (p o )ir= o ,
and thus C7 =  0. So, finally, we conclude that the matrix LIN is invertible. Appealing 
to the implicit function theorem one can conclude that for e 7  ^ 0  small there exists 
a solution (pg, 6g, o-g) of the system (3.2.16), such that limg_,o(pe, 6ej o'e) =  (po, 5,0).
In order to show (jg =  0 one notes that due to the second equation in the system 
(3.2.16) iî(e ,6g,pg) must vanish. As in the proof of T heorem  6 , we get
- £ c „ { Z , ( x ) )  = e{^F {Z ,{x),x),({ZM )} = eR[Z,{x),x), (3.2.18)
and therefore
Cv{Pe) ~  C'i;(H ‘^*’"(pg)) =  ei?(e, 6g,pg) =  0, (3.2.19)
due to the second equation of the system (3.2.16). One can conclude that again 
C'u(n^’*’^ (pe)) =  Cy(pe). Thus, we recover the result (3.2.13), and the rest of the 
argument follows. □
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Since we consider solutions of the perturbed multi-symplectic system of the form
(3.1.2), T heorem  7 implies a change of the speed along x direction for our relative 
periodic orbits. One can consider this readjustment of the b parameter as a part 
of the perturbation. Using this idea and also the fact that due to implicit function 
theorem b and 6g are e-close, we can rewrite the suspended perturbed system (3.1.4) 
in the following form
Z . =  3Z^VHi{Z) + F ( Z , r , t l
d/T— =  (u, (3.2.20)
where the unperturbed Hamiltonian is
jf^(Z) == 5'(Z) -  a f  (Z) -  6C(Z), 
and the new perturbation is 
F(Z, T, e) =  J-^ [(8 -  VC,(%) -b eF(%, T)] =  (8 -  6J^(Z) 4- e f  (Z, T). (3.2.21)
Since in view of implicit function theorem b^  and 8 are e-close, we can write 6g =
8-be6i4-0(e^).
In subsequent considerations, we will refer to the case when all the values of 
the parameter b are admissible for the continuation of the fixed point as Case I, 
and the corresponding dynamical system is defined by (3.1.4); for the case when
the continuation can be performed for only single values of 6 =  8 , this situation will
be referred to as Case II, and the corresponding system is (3.2.20) (moreover, for 
notational convenience, in the Case I I  we will write po meaning po(8)).
R em ark. There can be a perturbation F  for which i?o(8 ) vanishes for all values of 
&, but R(0, &,p) is not equal to zero for all values of p G M**. This case does not fall 
into any of the two cases considered above, but this case is not generic.
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Figure 3.1: Spectrum of the linearised Poincare map. a) Unperturbed system (as 
well as perturbed system with all values of b being admissible), b) Perturbed system, 
when isolated values of b are selected for continuation.
3.3 Invariant m anifolds, case I (persistence and  
M elnikov m easurem ents)
In Sections 2 .2-2.3 we discussed the geometric properties of invariant manifolds in 
the unperturbed system, using the spectrum of the linearisation of the Poincaré map 
near its fixed point.
Now we analyse similar problem for the perturbed system. As before, we begin 
by studying the spectrum of the Poincaré map. In Appendix A the following lemma 
is proved, which contains the information about the spectrum of the linearised per­
turbed Poincaré map.
Lem m a 8  In the Case I, the spectrum of the linearised perturbed Poincaré map 
DW'^{p^{b)) is 1 , where A7  < 0  < A+.
In the previous chapter we discussed in detail the geometry of the invariant 
manifolds in the phase space for the unperturbed system. Now we recall some 
of the facts presented there to compare them with the situation in the perturbed 
system. In the absence of a perturbation, the system has a group orbit of the 
fixed points of the Poincaré map denoted by GePo{b) and a corresponding family 
of periodic orbits ^ 0 7 0 (0;) =  {Gopo{b)jUX -f tq). Due to the spectral properties of
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the linearised unperturbed Poincare map we concluded that these periodic orbits 
have three-dimensional stable and unstable manifolds (7 9 ) which coincide
forming the heteroclinic cylinder Pq.
Several changes can happen to the geometry of the stable/unstable manifolds in 
the presence of a perturbation, in particular, these manifolds can split and intersect 
transversely or not intersect at all. In order to study their behaviour under a pertur­
bation we begin with the analysis of the structure of the perturbed stable/unstable 
manifolds near the persisting periodic orbit. As it was shown in the section 3.2, 
under certain conditions on the perturbation, the fixed points of the Poincaré map 
persist, and this in turn implies the persistence of the corresponding periodic orbits 
of the suspended system. Now we use these conditions as well as the knowledge 
about the spectrum of the linearised perturbed Poincaré map from the previous 
section to study the geometry of the perturbed invariant manifolds.
According to T heorem  6 , in C ase I  for any value of b there exists a fixed 
point pc{b) of the perturbed Poincaré map and a corresponding perturbed periodic 
orbit 7 g(æ) =  {P^{x)yCOx + tq). According to Lem m a 8 , the spectrum of the lin­
earised perturbed Poincaré map contains two eigenvalues off the unit circle, namely, 
exp(Aj"T) and exp(A^T), where A“ < 0 < A^. Thus, we can conclude the existence 
of 2-dimensional local stable and unstable manifolds (7 ^) and (7 ^). Besides 
the aforementioned two eigenvalues, Lem m a 8  also states that the linearisation of 
the perturbed Poincaré map near each of the points Pe{b) also has unit eigenvalue of 
algebraic multiplicity two. The geometric meaning of these two unit eigenvalues lies 
in the possibility to embed the periodic orbits 'y^{x) and their invariant manifolds 
into higher-dimensional invariant objects by allowing the group action and taking 
the union of all values of 6 .
Since we know that in Case I the level sets of Gy are preserved under the 
perturbation (this follows from R  vanishing trivially as explained in the previous 
section), therefore the perturbed dynamics will take place on the same level set as 
the unperturbed one as soon as the initial condition is fixed. This implies that 
one can fix the level set of Cy (by equivalently choosing some fixed value of b)
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and then study the dynamics restricted to this level set. Therefore, we choose 
b ~  bo and reduce the dimension of the full space by one by restricting it to the 
level set of Cy corresponding to bo. Then the perturbed periodic orbit 7 °^ still 
has two-dimensional local stable and unstable manifolds (7 ^°) and (7 °^) 
which can be generalised by allowing the group action to produce (7 ®^)
and GeWJf^ (7 ^°). We note here that the perturbed flow commutes with the group 
action since the perturbation is equivariant. Due to the smoothness properties of the 
perturbation stated in the hypothesis (H lP b ) ,  the perturbed invariant manifolds 
are also G^ smooth, and moreover, they are (9(e)-close to the unperturbed manifolds 
' We summarise these results as follows.
T heorem  9 For e 0 sufficiently small, there exist three-dimensional invariant 
local stable and unstable manifolds, GeWf^^ (7 ^°) and GqWI^^ (7 ^°) of the family of 
periodic orbits Gq (7 ^°), which are O{e)-close to GeWf^^ (7 ^°) and GqW^ ^  ^ (7o°)j 
Go ÇlQ, respectively. These manifolds are embedded in the level set C~^ (f^v(7o°))-
Global analogues of these manifolds can be obtained in the same way as for the 
unperturbed system:
(7 ‘-) =  G, U .<0 W ”) , , 3  3  22)
GeW- =  Ge U.>o (%‘" ) ,
where is the flow of the perturbed suspended system (3.1.4).
In order to study the splitting of the perturbed manifolds we have to get an 
understanding of the behaviour of trajectories belonging to these manifolds. This 
can be achieved with the help of the following geometric consideration. Pick a point 
p{xo,To,Oo) =  {GoqZq^ {—xo) ,to) on the unperturbed manifold Pq° — GqW^^^ (7 9 °). 
This point, as well as any other point belonging to the unperturbed manifold Pq", 
can be characterised by the tuple (379, 7 9 , ^9 ) (see section 2.3). As discussed in section 
2.3, the manifold Pÿ is a three-dimensional manifold, and since we have restricted 
dynamics to a certain level set of Cy (thus making the dimension of the full am­
bient space equal to four), a normal to the manifold Pq” in this restricted space is 
one-dimensional and at each point is determined by evaluated at this point.
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Therefore, at the point p — (G0qZq°(~Xo))To) we can construct a vector ttJ normal 
to the manifold Fq® as follows
=  span { , O) } . (3.3.23)
Obviously, the manifolds GgW^^^ (jo°) intersect ttJ transversely at the point p, and 
this is true for any point p G Fq®.
Now we turn to the study of the splitting of GoW^ (7 ^°) and GoW^ (7 °^) near 
the point p. Due to the persistence of transversal intersections and closeness of 
the perturbed manifolds to their unperturbed counterparts as stated in T heorem  
1 0 , we conclude that for e 0  sufficiently small the manifolds GoW^^^ also 
intersect transversely in some points denoted by p^(xo,To,Oo) and Pe(^o,To,&o), 
respectively. The aforementioned closeness of the manifolds also implies that the 
distance between and the point p is of order e. We have just established that 
the manifolds (7 °^) intersect the line tt  ^transversely, but it can happen that
they intersect this line in more than one point. Therefore, we have to make a unique 
choice of the points p® and p“ , and these can be chosen as the points closest to the 
Go (7 ^°) in terms of positive (respectively, negative) time flight along GgW^ (j^°) 
(respectively, GoW^ (7 ^°)) - see Fig. 3.2 for the illustration.
The points p^" will be used to deflne the distance between the perturbed man­
ifolds and to measure this distance. It may seem that the points pf^“ themselves 
are not convenient objects to deal with since they cannot be easily computed. How­
ever, we will show that this difficulty can be overcome by using the equations for
the perturbed dynamics and the boundary conditions at re —> ± 0 0 , A representa­
tion for the points p |/" can be obtained by studying the trajectories belonging to 
the perturbed manifolds and comparing them with the unperturbed ones. Since 
the points of perturbed transversal intersections pe'^^are C?(e)-close to the point p, 
using them as initial conditions for the subsequent dynamics along the perturbed 
manifolds allows us to obtain the following result.
Lem m a 10 Fix Xq, tq, Ûq. Let ^Zi^'^(x; Xo,To,0o),i^^ + be orbits lying in 
(7 g°) and starting at x — at the points (pe'^ “ (a;o,Tq, o^)>'^ o)* Then the
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Figure 3.2: Position of the point on the perturbed stable manifold closest to the 
perturbed periodic orbit.
following expressions hold with uniform validity in the indicated time intervals:
Zl{x\ Xo, To, $o) = GdsÇa:)Zo°(x -  ^o) +  ey^{x] x q , t o ,  9 o )  + x  6  [0, oo),
Z^{x] xq, To, 0q) =  Geu(^)Z^^{x -  æg) +  ey“(æ; æo, tq, 9q) +  0{e^), x e  (-oo , 0],
where y^^'^{x',xo,ro,9o) satisfy the first variational equation:
[G 0 s /« (x ) ‘^ o ° (^  ”  ^ o )]  +  E  — a;o),a;a; 4- tq )  ,
(3.3.24)
for X > 0  and a: <  0, respectively; 0®/“ (O) =  9q and 9^ '^^ {x) is chosen in such a way 
that it minimises the distance between Ze^^{x) and Gqs/u(^^^Zq°{x — æo).
Proof. Standard arguments based on the use of GronwalPs lemma [71] show that 
the manifolds GeW^{'y\°) and GeW^{‘yo°) are (9(e}-close for time x  in the range 0  < 
X < oo (similar statement holds for unstable manifolds for time re in — oo < a: < 0 ). 
An important role is played here by the fact that the perturbed flow commutes with 
the group action. In order to approximate particular trajectories in these manifolds 
we note that during the time evolution they can vary quite significantly in the group 
direction, and therefore we include the dependence of the group coordinate 9^ '^^ {x) 
on time x.
In order to obtain (3.3.24), one has to substitute the expressions for 
Ze^^{x',Xo,To,9o) into the governing equations (3.2.20) and perform a series expan­
sion in e using the equivariance of the perturbation. □
Lem m a 10 gives an approximation of trajectories in the perturbed invariant
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manifolds, which we now use in order to study the splitting between the per­
turbed invariant manifolds and G0W^(7 g°). These manifolds are three-
dimensional manifolds in a four-dimensional ambient space of the fixed Cy level set 
C'“ ^(Ct,(7 5°)). Therefore, in order to study the distance between these manifolds one 
has to account for one direction. In the previous section we discussed the intersec­
tions Pg'" of the perturbed stable and unstable manifolds with the line spanned by 
the vector tt^, which transversal to the unperturbed invariant manifold Fq®. Using 
these points, pf and p^, it is natural to introduce the distance between the manifolds 
GeW^{'yl^) and GeW^{'y^°) as measured at the point p as
d(p,e) =  |p ^ -p f |.
As it was explained in the previous section, the transversal line Wp is spanned by the 
vector evaluated at the point p on Fq”. Thus, using the fact that the points 
Pg'  ^ are initial conditions for the trajectories Ze^^{x\Xo,ro,9o), we can equivalently 
define the distance as
d{xo,ro,eo,e) = (
(3.3.26)
where we used the fact that the point p 6  Fq® can be parameterised with a tuple 
(a^ o, tq,9o). This expression can be simplified with the help of the following argument. 
Since perturbed manifolds are equivariant, therefore if the existence of a point of 
the intersection between them implies the existence of a line of such points due to 
the group action. Thus, for the purposes of measuring the distance between the 
manifolds it is enough to consider the case 9q = 0 , which gives us
d{xo, To, e) =  g^(0; TO, 0) -  Z»(0; xo, To, 0 ) \ . (3.3.26)
Using Lem m a 10, one can rewrite (3.3.26) as
d{xo, To, e) =  ec(æo)"^ (A"(0 ; 7b) -  A®(0 ; æo,tq)) +  O(e^), (3.3.27)
where
c{xo) =  ||Vff„'“(Z‘'>(-^o))||,
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is greater than zero for xq finite, and the functions æo, Tq) are defined as
follows
A '/" (æ ; æ o ,To) =  -  ® o ) ) , 0 ) ) ,  ( 3 .3 ,2 8 )
We will use Melnikov’s technique [71, 135] to compute these expressions. First of 
all we differentiate with respect to x thus obtaining
£ a » / “ (^ ; To) =  / ^ V i î „ ‘« ( G e ./„ ( ,) Z ‘»(a; -  X o ) ) , y ’ / ' ‘ { x;  To, 0 ) \
+ ^ V g ^ ( G , . / . ( , ) Z g ° ( æ  -  y  (3 .3 .2 9 )
Substituting (3.3.24) and using the fact that the unperturbed orbit Zq^ (x — xq) 
satisfies equation (2 .1 .1 1 ), we can recast the last equation in the form
-^A^/^{x ;xq, tq)
= ( d ‘^ H^{Go.,.(,^)Z^{x -  Xo)) [3:^VH^o‘'{Ge-/H-)Z^‘{x -  %)) 
+À(æ)Ç(G5./u(,„)Z'o°(æ -  Xo)) , î/*''“(æ; %,To, 0 ) \
+ /v H o ‘^(Ge,,.(^,Z^(x -  % )),J ; 'D ^g ^ (G ,./.w % ^(æ  -  % ))y/"(^;% ,To ,0 )^
+ ( V E q ° ( x  — X o ) ) ,  E ( G 0s/ti^^jZQ°(x — X q ) ,u > x  4- T o)) .  ( 3 . 3 . 3 0 )
Since the matrix J~^ is skew-symmetric, the first two terms in the above equation 
cancel each other, and we are left with
^ A “/“(x;xo, to) =  (ViîS“(Gs./.(,)2o'“(3: -  % )),F (G ,./.w Z ^(æ  -  % ),wæ +  To))
=  { V H ^ " ( Z ^ o ° { ^  -  % ) ) ,  f ( z ; ° ( æ  -  X o ) , u x  +  T o)), (3 .3 .3 1 )
due to the equivariance of perturbation. This expression is bounded for all x. 
Moreover, since V H q{Zq{x — æo)) goes to zero exponentially fast for x —> ± 0 0  as 
Zq°{x — X o )  approaches fixed points po{bo) and GooPoi^o) of the unperturbed system,
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and also xq, tq, 0 ) are bounded for x —> ± 0 0  [135], therefore A“(—0 0 ; Xq,9o) — 
A^{po\xo,9o) “  0. Hence, we integrate equation (3.3.31) for x  from —0 0  to 0  for 
the unstable manifold and for x  from 0 to 0 0  for the stable manifold. This gives
pO
A"(0;a:o,7b)-A’*(-oo;æo,ro) =  /  {VH^{Z^{x-Xo)) ,F{Z^{x-Xo) , (vx+To))dx,J —00 (3.3.32)
and
P O O  ^
A ® ( o o ; a : o , r o )  -  A î ( 0 ; a J o , T o )  =  /  { V H q° { Z q° { x - - X q) ) , F { Z q° { x  -  X q) , lux +  T o ) ) d x .Jo (3.3.33)
Adding the above two equations, one obtains
/oo ^( V H ^ ° { Z ^ ° ( x  -  xo) ) , F { Z q^{x  -  Xo) , iJx - \ -To) )dx .-00 (3.3.34)
Introducing the Melnikov function as
/OO {VH^{Z^-{x)), F{Z^{x),w x  +  T o))dæ , (3.3.35)
-OO
and shifting in the integral (3.3.34) the vaiiable as æ —> æ +  Xq, we can rewrite the 
distance d between the manifolds as
d{xQ,TQ,e) = ec{xo)~'^M{uxo + ro) + O(e^). (3.3.36)
Rom the geometry of the unperturbed invariant manifolds it follows that our 
manifolds can be performed in two different ways: either fixing some xq and then 
considering various sections of tq or, conversely, fixing the section tq and considering 
different values of a;o. These two parameterisations correspond to two different 
possibilities of moving the plane ttJ for our measurement along the unperturbed 
manifold Fq" (see [135] for further details). Therefore, for convenience, one of the 
variables &nd t q  can be considered as fixed, and thus we set Xq ~  0. Now we are 
ready to formulate the main result about the intersection of the perturbed invariant 
manifolds in the Case I.
T heorem  1 1  Suppose there exists a point tq = tq such that M{tq) =  0  and 
^ ( f o )  ^  0. Then for e ^  0 sufficiently small the manifolds GqW^ (7 “^) and
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GqW^ (7 e”) intersect transversely near the group orbit {GoZq°{0 ),tq) within the level 
set C -H G ,(7 S“)).
P roof. Prom the expression (3.3.36) it follows that we can rewrite the distance 
between the manifolds as
d(0,To,e) — ed(0,To,e), (3.3.37)
where
d(0,To,e) =  c(0)“ ^M(to) 4- 0{e). (3.3.38)
Therefore, if d(0 ,ro ,e) vanishes then d (0 ,ro ,e) also vanishes. Now, when tq =  tq 
and e =  0 , one has d(0, tq, 0 ) =  c(0)“ ^M(ro) =  0 . At the same point we also have
g ( 0 ,.o.O) =  c(0 ) - ^ ( r „ ) ^ 0 .
Thus, from the implicit function theorem it follows that there exists a curve tq — 
To(e) for e sufficiently small, such that d(0,ro(€),e) =  0. Hence, we can conclude 
that the manifolds GqW^ (7 “^) and GqW^  (7 °^) intersect in O(e)-neighbourhood of 
the group orbit of points (GgZQ°(0 ),fo).
Next we prove the transversality of this intersection. Rom the dimension count­
ing it follows that the three-dimensional manifolds GqW^ (7 “^) and GqW^  (7 ^°)
generically intersect in the four-dimensional space along some two-dimensional man­
ifold. For the transversality we need T-^GqW^ (7 ^ )  and T^GbW^  (7 °^) to span the 
full space, which in this case is the level set G7 ^(Q,(7 Q°)). Since the manifolds 
are three-dimensional, this means that they should not be tangent along this two- 
dimensional intersection manifold. In order to check this we use the parameterisation 
of the perturbed manifolds which is based on the geometry of the unperturbed phase 
space. Using the definition of the distance d between the manifolds, one can say 
that the manifolds will intersect transversely if at the point of the intersection the 
distance d changes sign. Now we look at the intersection of the perturbed manifolds. 
If the perturbed manifolds intersect at some point, then from the equivariance of the 
perturbed invariant manifolds it follows immediately that they intersect along the 
full group of points. The equivalence of varying rco or To as described above implies
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that for the transversality of intersection of perturbed manifolds it is sufficient to 
require that at the point of intersection tq = tq, the derivative is different from
OTq
zero.
Differentiating d (0,ro, e) from (3.3.26) with respect to tq and evaluating it at the 
point of the intersection of the manifolds, we obtain
dZ^ dZ ‘
Otq dro (0;0 ,T o,0)
=  e c (0 )-‘ ^ ( T o )  +  0(e= ). (3.3.39)OTq
Therefore, a condition (dM/dro)(ro) 0 is a sufficient condition for the intersection 
between the manifolds GqW^ (7 ^°) and GqW"  ^ (7 °^) to be transversal. The proof of 
the theorem is complete. □
R em ark . So far, we have considered the dynamics constrained to a particular level 
set of Cy, which was parameterised as 6 — 6o- At the same time, one can note that if 
the conclusion about the existence of transversal intersection between the perturbed 
stable and unstable manifolds holds in one of these sets, then by the persistence of 
transversal intersection, it will also hold for other level sets corresponding to the 
values of b sufficiently close to bo. Since our geometric construction of the manifolds 
involved reducing the space to a particular C^-level set, this embedding of transversal 
intersections implies that the full four-dimensional stable and unstable manifolds 
intersect transversely in the ambient five-dimensional space.
R em ark . It is noteworthy that any Hamiltonian perturbation F  which preserves 
the symmetry, immediately satisfies the condition R  = 0, and therefore belongs 
to Case I. Hence for any such perturbation T heorem  11 provides a sufficient 
condition for the transversal intersection of stable and unstable manifolds.
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3.4 Invariant m anifolds, case II (persistence and  
M elnikov m easurem ents)
Next we consider the situation corresponding to Case II. In this situation the 
fixed point of the unperturbed Poincaré map can be continued only for isolated 
values of the parameter b, and the parameter b itself gets adjusted in the process of 
continuation as demonstrated in T heorem  7. If.the conditions of this theorem hold, 
then there exists a perturbed periodic orbit 7 ^^  (æ) with the corresponding parameter 
b = b^ . In order to study the geometry of the perturbed invariant manifolds of this 
orbit, we use the result about the spectrum of the perturbed linearised Poincaré map 
similar to the one in the previous section (this Lem m a is also proved in Appendix 
A):
Lem m a 12 In the Case II, the spectrum of the linearised perturbed Poincaré map 
DIP’^ ^{pf) is (e'^ " if fii < 0, and (e^ *^ l,pg, i f  iJ,i > 0, where
X~ < 0 < Xf and pe =  1 +  epi +  C(e^), with p,i = —■ ^  dRo{b){u,3y^{po)) db
6=6
. where
6=6
As Lem m a 1 2  shows, the two hyperbolic eigenvalues exp(±AT) under perturba­
tion transform into exp(AFT) and exp(A^T). The unit eigenvalue of multiplicity two 
now splits. One of the unit eigenvalues stays equal to unity due to the equivariance 
of the perturbed system, while the second one moves inside or outside the unit circle 
depending on the sign of the e-order correction /j,i introduced in Lem m a 1 2 . For
definiteness, we will assume pi to be negative (i.e. (u,3y^{po))-^ .Ro{b) > o).\ db 6=6 /
In this case, the perturbed periodic orbit 7 ^'(a;) has 2-dimensional invariant local 
strong stable and unstable manifolds Wj^(7 e^ ) and W^ oc(7 ^ ) (we note that in the 
case Pi > 0  the situation is the opposite: the perturbed periodic orbit 'y^^(x) has
2 -dimensional invariant local stable and strong unstable manifolds Wioc(7 e") 
Wj“g(7 g‘^ )). These manifolds are continuations of the unperturbed local stable and 
unstable manifolds. One can obtain their global analogues by using the perturbed 
flow as in the Case I, and since the perturbed flow is equivariant, we can obtain
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3-dimensional invariant manifolds
GsW^^iŸ.’) =  Ge U.<o p  4
GsW-iŸ,') -  G sU >o
When trying to analyse the splitting between the perturbed manifolds, the above 
two three-dimensional manifolds are not the most suitable candidates to use for 
several reasons. The first one comes from a simple dimension counting. If the man­
ifolds and GeW"^{'y^‘) intersect, then by construction their intersection
will be two-dimensional (one dimension due to the periodic orbit, and one due to 
the invariance with respect to the group action). At the same time, since these 
are three-dimensional manifolds in a five-dimensional ambient space, then gener- 
ically the intersection of these two manifolds would be one-dimensional. Higher 
dimensionality of the intersection manifold suggests that there is some additional 
geometrical structure of these manifolds which has to be taken into account.
Another reason why G6iW®®(7 g*) and GeW"^{‘y^ )^ are not the best geometric ob­
jects to deal with, comes from understanding of the dynamics of trajectories be­
longing to them. Since these are the three-dimensional manifolds which can be 
parameterised by the tuple (æo. To, ^o), one would need two measurements in order 
to study their splitting, but due to the equivalence in xq and tq and the above­
described structure of the intersection manifold, there is only one variable left to 
vary while performing two measurements. This mismatch also indicates that the 
manifolds G@W^ '^’^ (7 g^ ) should not be considered on their own but as parts of the 
higher-dimensional manifolds GeW^{'y^^) and GgW^(7 g"), which properly describe 
the geometry.
In view of these arguments, for Case I I  we will study the possibility of the inter­
section between the full four-dimensional stable manifold GgW^(7 g^ ) and the three- 
dimensional unstable manifold GgW"(7 g"), whose existence follows from Lem m a 
12 :
T heorem  13 For e ^  0 sufficiently small, there exist 4-dimensional invariant lo­
cal stable manifold and 3-dimensional invariant local unstable manifold
of the family of periodic orbits Ge'y^ .^
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As before, one can use the flow of the perturbed system to obtain global 
analogues of these local manifolds:
GeW‘{Ÿ.‘) = GeU <o , 3  ^
GeW"{',t‘) = Ge U.>o 
The approximation of the unstable manifold is similar to the situation considered in 
Case I, while the stable manifold requires extra care. The main point we would like 
to stress is that for the purposes of measuring the distance between the perturbed 
manifolds we are mainly interested in a submanifold of the full manifold 
which lies close to the strong stable manifold (and this, in turn, can
be well approximated by GflW'®(7 o)). The reason for this is that as in Case I, the 
unstable manifold can be approximated by trajectories in the unperturbed manifold 
corresponding to the value of b near 6 . Therefore, for the stable manifold GeW^ i^fy^^) 
to intersect the unstable one GeW’^ {j^^) somewhere, it has to be at a level set with 
a value of Cy close to the one corresponding to Gy(jQ), Hence, we concentrate our 
attention on the part of G@W (^7 g )^, which remains close to GéikF®®(7 g'=), which is suf­
ficient for measuring the distance between the perturbed manifolds. Geometrically 
this submanifold has the structure of a strip near GgW^^(7 g^ ). This strip crosses 
several level sets of Gy (as does the family Gbj^^  itself), which are all C(e)-close to 
the level set containing the unperturbed periodic orbits GbJq. In order to define 
such a submanifold, which we will call A4f, one can start by looking at the local 
manifolds first.
T heorem  14 For e 0 sufficiently small, there exist a 4 -dimensional submanifold 
of the 4 -diTnensional invariant local stable manifold G0W)oc(7 ^) containing 
and a 3-dimensional invariant local unstable manifold GgWf,^{'j^^) of 
the family of periodic orbits Gg^l^, which are C^ 0 {e)-close to Ut ^ 0^ioc(7 o)
(7 o); Oe eQ , respectively.
The global version of Aihoc is obtained by using once again the perturbed flow 
as in (3.4.41):
M l = U
æ<0
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The geometrical meaning of T heorem  14 is that one can find an eo > 0 and a 
neighbourhood Af of Gb^ q such that for 0 < e < eo, the neighbourhood Af contains 
a family of perturbed periodic orbits Ggj^^ with their stable and unstable manifolds, 
so that A4^f]Af  =  A4f^^ and GBW^(j^^)f]Af = GbW i^ ^(j ^ )^ are G^ G(e)-close to
GgW^(7 §) Q W  and GgW^(7 )^ U #  =  GgW)og(7 ^), respectively. Therefore, one 
can state that the trajectories belonging to perturbed stable submanifold A4^ and 
unperturbed stable manifolds IJt GgiW®(7 o) with initial conditions on the boundary 
of Af will remain G(e)-close for any positive time. As we follow the manifolds 
M / and (Ja GgW^(7 o) from the boundary of A/  for a finite negative time these 
manifolds and trajectories lying in them will remain G(e)-close. Therefore, one can 
use the trajectories in the unperturbed stable manifold to approximate those in the 
perturbed stable manifold. Another useful interpretation is that during backward 
time evolution, the perturbed stable manifold passes through different level sets of 
Gy, which are still G(e)-close to Gf^(Gî,(7 q)). These level sets form a foliation of 
the strip and the neighbourhood Af itself.
Next, we turn to the splitting of the perturbed manifolds. The main ideas are 
the same as in the Case I, but the geometric construction has to be changed to 
describe properly the manifolds under consideration. The discussion of the unper­
turbed geometry in section 2.3 indicates that in this case the normal plane to the 
unperturbed manifold Tq =  GgW^/’^ (7 o) is two-dimensional and it is spanned by 
the vectors V H q and VGy evaluated at each point of Tq. Thus, as before we can 
construct at each point p(a:o,'7o, ^o) =  (G%Zo(-a:o),7o) E Fg a normal plane tt”  as
4 ' =  span { (vHj (G 9„4 (-^o )) , o) . ( v a  (G e o 4 { -^ o ) )  , o) } . (3.4.42)
The manifolds IJb &nd GgW"^{'yQ) intersect the plane transversely at
each point p G F^. By the persistence of the transversal intersections and the 
closeness of the perturbed and unperturbed manifolds as formulated in T heorem s 
13,14 and subsequent discussion, we can conclude that for e 0 sufficiently small 
the manifolds GgW^i'y^^) and GgW’^ (7 g^ ) also intersect the plane transversely (in 
pai'ticular, the perturbed stable manifold GgW^i'y^^) intersects somewhere within 
the strip AAf). Now, the difference between current situation and Case I  arises. In
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particular, in Case I, the manifolds were intersecting the plane ttJ at points, while 
now only the unstable manifold intersects the plane at some point, and the stable 
manifold intersects this plane along some line (this follows from the geometry of the 
stable manifold and the plane We denote by 1^{x q , t o , 6 q ) this line of intersection 
between the perturbed stable manifold and the plane and by P^{xo,to,9q) the 
point of intersection between the perturbed unstable manifold and the plane 
Different points on the line 11{xq,to,9q) are parameterised as pI'^{xo,to,9o), where 
b in pI'^{xq,to,9o) denotes the fact that the point p® belongs to a level set of Gy 
which corresponds to the value b. Here we note again that the perturbed invariant 
manifolds pass through different level sets of Gy, which correspond to values of 
b, which are C(e)-close to 6 . This is an important fact which will allow us to 
find a convenient representation of trajectories in the perturbed manifolds using 
unperturbed manifolds as a basis. In what follows, every time when we discuss 
trajectories in GgW^(7 g^ ), these will be understood to lie in and therefore they 
belong to the level sets of Gy, which are G(e)-close to C~^(G„(7 o)). In particular, 
all points p^'^{xq,to,9o) on the line l^{xo,ro,9o) are G(e)-close to G~^{Cy{'yo)).
Due to the closeness of the manifolds, the line /|(rco,ro,^o) and the point 
P^{xq,tq,9q) are G(e)-close to the point p(^o,ro,^o)- We illustrate the geometry 
of these objects in Figure 3.3.
For trajectories belonging to the perturbed manifolds we have a result similar to 
Lem m a 1 0 , but with the corresponding changes which account for the geometry of 
the manifolds under consideration.
Lem m a 15 Fix xq, tq, 9q. Let [Z^'^{x ',Xq,To,9o) ,ujx-i -tq) and
{Zf{x',xo,To,9o),ux-]-ro) be orbits lying in GqW^^'^ (7 ^^ ) and starting at x = 0 at 
the points (p?’^ ^^ “(a^o,7o,0o),7b), with {pI'^,tq) being O{e)-close to {G0oZ^{-Xq),to). 
Then the following expressions hold with uniform validity in the indicated time 
intervals:
Z^ >^ (x ;xo, to,9o) = G@,(a,)Z^ (a; -  %) +  cy^’^ (x;xo,ro,9o) +  O(e^), x E [0 ,oo),
Z^{x; X o ,  T q , 9q) = Geu^^)Z^{x -  x q )  +  ey^{x; X q , T o , 9q) +  G(e^), x E ( - 0 0 ,0],
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Figure 3.3: Intersections of the perturbed invariant manifolds with the transversal 
plane 7r".
where satisfy the first variational equation:
dx ~ ®o) +  F  — Xo),cjx +  tqJ
— b i J ^  V C v ( G f f s / u ^ ^ j Z Q ( x  ~  X q ) ) ,  (3.4.43)
for æ > 0 and x <0, respectively; and 9^/‘^ [x) is chosen in such a way
that it minimises the distance between Ze^^[x) and GQs/u( '^jZQ°[x — ccg). Recall that 
bi is determined byb^ — b-\- eb\ +  0{e^).
Proof. The proof is similai' to the one in the Lem m a 11, but with some ap­
propriate changes. In particular, as we already explained, the trajectories of the 
perturbed stable manifold GqW^ (7 ^^ ) with initial conditions in the level sets of Gy 
corresponding to the values of b in C?(e)-neighbourhood of b (this means that they 
belong to the strip M \)  can be approximated over finite positive time intervals us­
ing trajectories lying in the unperturbed stable manifold. After this finite time, the 
trajectories reach the boundary of N  still staying within the strip Af®, and from 
them on their dynamics is governed by the exponential attraction towards the group 
orbit of periodic solutions Therefore, one can write
Z^’^ {x) = -  ^ 0 ) +  xq.tq, 6q) +  0(e)^.
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Here h plays the role of the parameter which distinguishes different points in 
Z® which can be taken as initial conditions. Perturbed unstable manifold can be 
approximated directly using its unperturbed counterpart, namely, G@W (^7 o), 8,nd 
the substitution of the corresponding expansions for Z^ '® and Zf; in (3.2.20) gives 
the assertion of the Lem m a. □
Lem m a 15 provides the parameterisation of trajectories in the perturbed stable 
and unstable manifolds via the nearby trajectories belonging to the unperturbed 
invariant manifolds. Now we use this pai'ameterisation to obtain a computable 
condition under which and GeW'^{'y^^) in Case I I  intersect, and also
investigate whether or not this intersection is transversal.
In order to do this, we consider the splitting of the perturbed invariant manifolds. 
The general features of the analysis are the same as in Case I, but adjustments have 
to be made for the geometry of the perturbed invariant manifolds in Case II. In 
particular, we now have to measure the distance between the four-dimensional man­
ifold (?0W®(7 g^ ) and the three-dimensional manifold GoW^{'y\^). Since one of these 
manifolds is a four-dimensional manifold in a five-dimensional space, in order to find 
the distance between the manifolds one has to account for one direction. Prom the 
discussion of geometry of perturbed invariant manifolds presented earlier it follows 
that the direction in which the measurement has to be performed is determined 
by the vector V^g , and the distance between the manifolds can be determined as 
a minimal distance between the points p ’^® and p“ , where p^’® is one of the points 
belonging to the line II. Obviously, if there is one particular point pj’®, for which 
|Pg — Pg'®| =  0 , then one can conclude that the distance between the point Pg and 
the line is zero, and therefore, the perturbed invariant manifolds do intersect.
Using the points p^*® and p“ as initial conditions for the perturbed trajectories, 
and as before, restricting consideration to the case =  0 , we can introduce the 
distance measuring the splittings of the perturbed manifolds in the above-mentioned
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direction, as
d{xQ, ro, e) =  min /  ,Zg^(0; æg, To, 0) -  2 ^ ( 0 ;  æo, tq ,  0) V  (3.4.44)
Using Lemma 15, one can follow the same approach as in Case I to rewrite (3.4.44) 
as
d{xQ, Tg, e) =  ec(a;o)~  ^min (A'"(0 , xq, 6q) -  A^’®(0 , æg, tq)) +  O(e^), (3.4.45)
where
c(a;„) =  ||Viîo®(4(-æo))||,
is greater than zero for xq finite, and
ro)  =  -  % ) ) , % , r o , 0)), (3.4,46)
Another application of Lemma 15 gives
/o (ViîJ(Zj(a: -æ o)),F (Z ^(a; -  æg),wæ +  '7g))dæ,
-OO (3.4.47)
and
yoo . . . .  ^
A^’®(oo;æg,rg) -  A '^®(0;æg,Tg) =  / {VHq{Zq{x -  Xq)),F{Zq{x -  Xo),iüX-^TQ))dx.Jo
(3.4.48)
It follows from (3.4.48) that [A^>®(oo;a;g,ro) — A^>®(0;aro,ro)] does not depend on 
b, and therefore the difference between A^’® at æ =  oo and æ =  0 is the same for 
all points p ’^® on the line Z®. In view of expression (3.4.45) for the distance d, this 
implies that the distance between the point p“ and any point pj’® on the line in 
the direction of VidJ is the same at order e, and therefore there is no need to take 
a minimum over different values of 5 in (3.4.45) while evaluating d.
Adding (3.4.47) and (3.4.48) and using the fact that A^’®(oo; æg, rg) =  
A“(—oo; a7g,Tg) =  0 as in Case I, one can write the distance d as
d{xQ, Tg, e) =  ec(ajg)~^M(a;a;g +  Tg) + O(e^), (3.4.49)
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where the Melnikov function
/oo . _ ^{ VHq{Zq{x -  xo) ) , F { Z q{x -  xq) , ljx +  To))dx, (3.4.50)
■OO
has been introduced.
Now we are ready to formulate the result about the intersection of perturbed 
manifolds in Case II, when the conclusions of Theorem  7 hold for 6 =  6 .
T heorem  16 Suppose there exists a point Tq = tq such that M{tq) =  0, and 
^ ( t o )  ^  0. Then for e > 0 sufficiently small the manifolds GgM/'®(7 g=) and 
GeW‘^{'yl^) intersect transversely near (G6iZ^(0),ro).
Proof. The proof of the intersection of the manifolds is the same as in T heorem  
1 1 , while consideration of the geometry of this intersection requires some extra 
consideration.
According to our discussion of the geometric structure of perturbed invariant 
manifolds, generically they intersect along the two-dimensional manifold (one di­
mension due to the periodic orbit and one due to the group action). Transversality 
of this intersection requires the tangent spaces of the manifolds to span the full space 
at each point of the two-dimensional intersection manifold. Since there is only one 
direction one has to account for while measuring the distance between these man­
ifolds, therefore, for the transversality of their intersection one has to require that 
at the point of intersection the distance between them changes sign. This condition 
has a very clear geometric interpretation in terms of Fig. 3.3. Indeed, we introduced 
d as a signed minimal distance between the point p“ on the unstable manifolds and 
any point on the line (we have also proved above that this distance is the same 
for all the point in l^). Therefore, it is quite natural to expect that as the point p“ 
and the line Z® exchange their positions in the plane the distance between them 
as measured in the direction of V H q changes sign, and this is exactly the condition 
for the transversality of intersection between stable and unstable manifolds. The 
argument similar to the one in the proof of T heorem  11 gives that condition of 
7  ^ 0  at the point of intersection is a sufficient condition for d to change sign atdro
that point, which completes the proof of the theorem.
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□
3.5 Sum m ary
In this chapter we have established conditions for the persistence of periodic orbits 
under perturbation, and for the existence of transversal intersections between the 
stable and unstable manifolds of these persisting periodic orbits. A very important 
role in all constructions has been played by the symmetry group.
The first case we considered was Case I, which describes the situation when the 
perturbation has no component in the group direction, and therefore, the level sets of 
Cy are preserved under the perturbation. In this case, the continuation of periodic 
orbits can be performed for all values of b, as stated in T heorem  6 . Reducing 
the total dynamics to a particular level set of Cy, we have shown that under a 
certain condition formulated in T heorem  11, the stable and unstable manifolds 
of a perturbed periodic orbit lying in this level set, intersect transversely in the 
neighbourhood of the unperturbed heteroclinic orbit. Generalising this result for 
nearby level sets, we concluded the existence of transversal intersections between 
the perturbed stable and unstable manifolds of the union of perturbed periodic 
orbits in a full five-dimensional ambient space.
Then we considered Case II , in which the continuation of the periodic orbit can 
be performed only for some isolated values of b. Under a non-degeneracy condition 
as stated in T heorem  7, we proved the persistence of this periodic orbit under 
perturbation. The geometric structure of perturbed invariant manifolds in Case 
II  is much richer than that in Case I, since in Case I I  one has to deal with a 
situation when the perturbed stable manifold has the dimension different from the 
unperturbed stable manifold if taken for a single value of h. Therefore, for a proper 
approximation of trajectories in the perturbed stable manifold we used as a base 
trajectories from different level sets of Cy, which are sufficiently close to the level 
set, in which the fixed point of the perturbed Poincare map lies. T heorem  16 
contains a condition for transversal intersection of stable and unstable manifolds of
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the perturbed periodic orbit in Case II. It is noteworthy that if one tried to find 
the distance between the three-dimensional manifolds G0pF®®(7 g") and GgW^(7 g^ ), 
this would require two measurements: one in the direction of Vi7g &nd one in the 
direction of VGy, while there would only be one variable left to vary (namely, tq) in 
order to obtain the intersection of the manifolds. Therefore, the conditions for the 
intersection of these manifolds would be far more restricting than those in T heorem  
16, if such an intersection can happen at all.
Examples and implications of intersecting  
manifolds
In the previous chapters we derived conditions for the transversal intersection of 
stable and unstable manifolds of perturbed periodic orbits in the dynamics of trav­
elling wave solutions of multi-symplectic PDEs. In this chapter we discuss some 
areas of possible applications of these criteria, illustrate their use on two examples 
and discuss possible implications of the conclusions obtained from the criteria for the 
chaotic dynamics of the systems considered. The first of our two examples will be a 
perturbed Korteweg-de Vries equation. As we will show, most of physically plausible 
perturbations preserve the symmetry in a multi-symplectic framework and, more­
over, these perturbations usually have no component in the group direction, thus 
bringing us to Case I. The second example is the perturbed nonlinear Schrodinger 
equation, for which we analyse influence of both Hamiltonian and the damped-driven 
perturbations. This will give applications of both Cases I and II.
4.1 H ydrodynam ic system s
Numerous systems which can exhibit travelling wave solutions originate in the stud­
ies of hydrodynamic phenomena [51, 79]. Therefore, this field is one of the immediate 
candidates where the aforementioned modification of the Melnikov method can be 
used to analyse the dynamics.
Most of the hydrodynamic equations are derived in the specific context of a 
concrete physical problem. Nevertheless, completely different physical situations 
can lead to the same model equations due to the fact that the phenomena modelled 
by the equations are common. As an example, we can mention the Korteweg-de
58
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Vries (KdV) equation which is one of the basic models in shallow water theory
incorporating both nonlinearity and dissipation [79], but simultaneously it describes 
the long-time behaviour of ion-acoustic waves in a collisionless plasma [133] and 
appears as a model in geophysical fluid dynamics [50]. Another example is the 
celebrated nonlinear Schrodinger equation, which describes the propagation of waves 
in nonlinear waveguides under various external influences [3], but it also arises as 
an amplitude equation in the study of instabilities of waves in hydrodynamics [79].
This generality of the model equations has a great advantage: after the analysis 
has been performed for a single equation, the conclusions drawn can be interpreted 
for all physical systems for which this equation determines the dynamics.
We begin our examples with a perturbed KdV equation [67]
ut 4- 6ux 4- auux 4- u^xx = ^fx{u,Ux,(Aj(x -  vt)), (4.1.1)
where 5 is a detuning parameter, and the perturbation is assumed to be 27r-periodic
in its last argument.
In the absence of perturbation (e =  0) this it the standard KdV equation. It 
has solutions in the form of travelling waves, which can be periodic (these are called 
cnoidal waves) or solitary waves [51]. The linear and nonlinear stability of these 
waves have been investigated, and the conclusion is that the cnoidal and solitary 
waves of the KdV equation are stable with respect to small perturbations [1 2 , 51].
External perturbations in (4.1.1) can appear due to various physical circum­
stances; in the context of hydrodynamics these can be moving pressure disturbances 
[137], resonant forcing of a liquid in a tank of finite length [45], or travelling steady 
pressure distribution on water of finite depth [4], In the case of Hamiltonian pertur­
bations the conditions about the chaotic behaviour of travelling wave solutions to the 
equation (4.1.1) can be obtained using Chirikov’s criterion for the overlap of reso­
nances [15]. A Melnikov-type analysis of dissipative perturbations was performed in 
[16] (see also [6 8 ]), where Poincaré sections and Lyapunov exponents were obtained 
numerically to support the evidence of chaos. These results are complemented by 
other quantifiers of chaotic dynamics, namely, the broad Fourier spectrum and direct
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simulations of the original PDE [66, 67, 68].
We start our analysis with reformulating the equation (4.1.1) in a multi- 
symplectic form. To this end we rewrite it as a first-order system of PDEs
u — 2 $ a ; ,  P =  Ux, — A u + ef{u ,p ,u{x -  vt)),
and subsequently as a perturbed multi-symplectic PDE in a travelling wave frame:
JyZx — 4- eFi^Z, tox), Z
with
M
/ 0  0 0 - 1 ^ 
G O O D  
0 0 0 0 
1 0  0 0
) Ju --
z  = P gmw
1^7
0 --1 0 V
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 - 1
— V 0 1 0
and
 ^ /(«,p,wo:) ^
F{Z, (jjx) —
\ 7
(4.1.2)
(4.1.3)
(4.1.4)
The system (4.1.2) is equivariant with respect to a one-dimensional translation sym­
metry group Q, whose action is given by
with the generator
Gg(Z) =  Z4-^^(2:),
0 
0 
0
w
(4.1.5)
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The Noether functionals P{Z) and Cy{Z) defined in (2.1.3) are given by
f  (Z) =
Cy{Z) = v u —w.
Thus, the perturbed system in the travelling wave frame has the form
(4.1.6)
dx (4.1,7)
where the Hamiltonian Hq is given by
Hq(^Z) = — — ~uw +  u Aii +  —16^ ^ 4“ au — b{vu — w),
and we transformed the perturbation as F{Z ,lux) =  3~^F{Z,ux). The fixed points 
of the unperturbed system are Ggpo(6) =  (26,0,2a 4- 46(A 4- o;6), <E>o 4- ^)^, and the 
unperturbed solitary wave solution can be found as
!  uo{x)  \  2 6 + | i r 2 s e c h 7 ^ )
Po{x)  8inh ( ^ )  sech^ ( ^ )
2a 4- 46(A 4- ab) +  sech^ ( ^ )  
const 4-JAT [l 4- tanh ( ^ ) ]
Wo{x) 
\  ^o(æ) \
(4.1.8)
/
with K  = y/v — A  ~  2ab. The above solution exists for all values of a, but for 6 we 
V  — Ahave a restriction 6 < 2a
R em ark . One can easily see from the above multi-symplectic representation of the 
perturbation that F(Z, re) has no component in the group direction, which can be 
written as (F{Z,x),^{Z))  =  0, yZ ,x .  Therefore, one can conclude that the quan­
tity R{Z, x) defined in (3.1.7) vanishes trivially for any Z  and x, thus bringing us to 
Case I. This fact is not unexpected since if one looks for the travelling wave solutions 
u{x, t) = u(x — vt) of the original equation (4.1.1) directly, then after an integration 
one would obtain a system of two first-order ODEs. The multi-symplectic formula­
tion, however, involves four variables of which additional two (one of which, namely, 
$, represents the symmetry group) appear due to the multi-symplectification of 
the original PDE. Although this may look like unnecessary complication, but at
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Figure 4.1: Analytical boundary of Melnikov condition from (4.1.13) with K  = a — 
1 and u ~  0.2 (solid), i/ =  0.35 (dashed), and v =  0.5 (dash-dotted).
the same time the multi-symplectic formulation provides a better understanding of 
spatial and temporal structures in the equation, and also it allows to consider eas­
ily solitary waves bi-asymptotic to non-trivial steady states, which are just some 
elements of the manifold at infinity Mqo-
This important feature holds not only for the KdV equation but also for many 
other systems whose multi-symplectic formulation possesses the translational sym­
metry in one of the variables. Examples include the nonlinear wave equation, the 
Boussinesq equation etc [30, 31]. All these systems belong to Case I, and therefore 
in their analysis by the Melnikov method one has to perform a single measurement 
as shown in T heorem  11.
Since the system (4.1.2) belongs to Case I, continuation of the fixed points of 
the Poincaré map can be performed for all values of &. The distance between the 
perturbed stable and unstable manifolds of the group orbit of periodic solutions 
can be measured with the Melnikov function (3.3.35). Using the definitions of Hq 
and F  from the multi-symplectic representation of equation (4.1.1) we can find the 
Melnikov function to be equal to
/ CX3 pQ{x)f{uQ{x),po[x),ujx +  Tf)dx. (4.1.9)-OO
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For the particular case of a one-harmonic dissipative driving force of the form
f x  — /o<^  sin LÜX 4- , (4.1.10)
which corresponds to
/  =  - f o c o s u j x  +  (4.1.11)
the Melnikov function (4.1.9) turns into
/ OO p o oP o { x )  c o s { c o x - h  T o ) d x  +  ly p l { x ) d x  =
•OO J  — OO
(4.1.12)Q rsinh(^) 5a^
For this function to have simple zeros one has to require the following relation 
between the amplitude /o and the frequency u  of the driving force:
This formula for 6 =  0, a  =  1 and A =  0 coincides with the one in [15]. A 
typical form of this dependence is presented in Fig. 4.1. For amplitudes larger 
than the values on the curves there exist a transverse intersection of stable and 
unstable manifolds and consequent Smale horseshoe dynamics; below those curves 
the invariants manifolds do not intersect at all. In the absence of dissipation in
(4.1.11) (i.e. y =  0), Melnikov function has zeros for all the values of /o, recovering 
the result of [16].
4.2 N onlinear optics
Another important area with substantial interest in the study of heteroclinic inter­
sections and chaotic behaviour of travelling waves is nonlinear optics. In particular, 
the above-mentioned nonlinear Schrodinger equation (NLS) is often used as a model 
for the propagation of optical solitons in fibres, and therefore, is particularly im­
portant for fibre-optic communications [3]. The NLS equation admits solutions in 
the form of travelling solitary waves. Therefore, since this equation describes the 
dynamics of the wave propagation in fibres, if one can generate on one side of the
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fibre a signal of the shape very close to that of such a solitary wave, then the sub­
sequent dynamics of this signal can be well described in terms of the NLS equation 
[3]. The difficulties in this approach arise from the fact that in real fibres various 
sorts of losses can happen in the cables, and therefore one has to compensate them 
by placing amplifiers at certain positions along the fibre (usually, the amplifiers are 
placed equidistantly along the fibre) in order to restore the original amplitude of 
the wave [3]. The losses as well as the counteracting gains are represented math­
ematically as additional terms showing up in the NLS equation. Considering the 
infiuence of these factors small, one can ask the question of how strongly can they 
affect the dynamics of the unperturbed solitons. A partial answer to this question 
can be given with the help of the Melnikov-type method we have developed.
Besides the chaotic response which can occur in the dynamics of the optical 
solitons propagating through the fibres, there is another way how chaotic signals can 
arise and be used. Namely, there is a developing field of research devoted to optical 
communications with chaos [61, 62]. The main idea behind it is that there exists a 
possibility to arrange a so-called chaotic synchronisation between transmitter and 
receiver, and thus a chaotic signal can be used as a mean of communication. In view 
of this, the understanding of possible mechanisms for chaotic dynamics of waves in 
optical waveguides seems to be a very important step for development in optical 
communications.
We will apply the analysis developed in the previous chapters to a perturbed 
NLS equation, which has the following basic form
^  4- -  7, )^), (4.2.14)
where f  = fi~\-if2 , and a pai'ticular case of the defocussing cubic NLS with W'{Z) = 
k — Z  will be considered. Considered in the context of optical wave propagation in 
nonlinear waveguides, the perturbations in this equation describe various physical 
influences on these waves, namely, cable losses, amplification, fibre birefringence and 
so on [3].
Introducing notations Ÿ +  %% and 4- ip2 , this equation can be
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rewritten in a multi-symplectic form with
M Zt  +  =  V 5(Z) +  eF{Z,uJx),
where
0 u - 1  0
- u  0 0 - 1
1 0  0 0
0 1 0  0
(4.2.15)
92 
Pi 
\P 2  y
0 - 1  0 0 ^
, M  = 1 0  0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0
) Jn —
V
(4.2.16)
and
F{ZyUJx) = /2  0 
0 )
, SifZ') — -  (Pi 4- pI) + - k  [ql + ql) — j  {ql 4- ql) . (4.2.17)
The system (4.2.15) is equivariant with respect to one-dimensional rotation group 
80(2), whose action is given by
^ ft   oir\ ft (\ O ^
Ge{Z) — RÿZ, Rg =
\
cosP — sin^ 0 0
sin0 cos^ 0 0
0 0 cos^ — sin(
0 0 sin^ cos^ /
with the generator ^(Z) = ^   ^ Gg(Z) =  (—9 2 , 9 1 , —P2 ,Pi)^- The action of this 
group corresponds to a phase shift in the original variable Now, the Noether 
functionals can be found as
P(Z) = - i  (qf 4- 9I ) ,
Cv(Z) =  I  (9 ? +  92) 4- 91P2 — 92Pi- 
Therefore, the perturbed system in the travelling wave frame has the form
^  = J;^V ffê (Z ) + eF(Z,iJx),
where the unperturbed Hamiltonian is given by
^ o (^ ) =  +  — -  ^ (? i+  Î2)^ +  KÇ2PI — ?iP2)i (4.2.20)
(4.2.18)
(4.2.19)
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and the perturbation is transformed as before: F  =  J„F . Fixed points of the 
unperturbed system are Gepo{b) with
Po(&) , pI — a — b v k  — b^ f (4.2.21)
t  PO \
0 
0
\  -bpQ
and the condition (26+u)^ < 2 {a — bv d- k — b^ ) must hold (we will assume through­
out that po > 0, thereby excluding the case of trivial solution). The corresponding 
solution Z q{x ) of the unperturbed system can be found as
/  2B^ \Po (1 +  tanh(J5cc))Po
B{2b + v)
Po (1 4- tanh(Bæ))
‘^ ^ ^  sech \B x) -  +  tanh(Bæ))Po Po
B \2 b  + v) +  tanh(jSx)) J
Po /
(4.2.22)
Po
where
4B= =  2pg-(26  +  u f .
This corresponds to the following solution of the original equation (4.2.15) in the 
case (e =  0):
i{at +  6æ +  <^ o)
Po P o — 25  (1 -I- tanh(5(æ — vt)))
-f-iB(2b + u)(l 4- tanh(B(x — vt))) (4.2.23)
/  4 5 2  \which has a phase shift of arccos ( 1 ----- ^  ] between Z q( - oo) and Zo(oo).
Next we consider the following perturbations.
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H am ilton ian  p e rtu rb a tio n
We consider here the case of a Hamiltonian perturbation of the form [84]
(4.2.24)
where m{x) and n{x) are given real 2?r-periodic functions. This equation describes 
the propagation of waves in weakly inhomogeneous and disordered media (see [84] 
and references therein). Using the variables qi{x) and q2 {x), related to the original 
wave function by ^  =  9 i+^9 2 , we can rewrite equation (4.2.14) with the perturbation
(4.2.24) as a Hamiltonian system
0 - ]qi = J - r—, with J =^9 \ 1 0
and the Hamiltonian 5  =  Hq +  Etper, where
, 9 =  (9 1 , 92),
p e n
2 %
dx ^(9i + 9g) dx,
and
^per — i  J  m{ux) [ql + ql) + ^n[ux) [q\ + q l f
In the multi-symplectic form this perturbation can be written as
^ qi [m{u)x) 4- n{ujx) {ql +  ç|)] ^ 
92 [m{tox) 4- n{ujx) {ql -f ç|)]
dx.
F{Z, ux) (4.2.25)
/
As we already noted in the previous chapter, any equivariant Hamiltonian pertur­
bation belongs to Case I, and therefore from the T heorem  6 it follows that the 
continuation of the fixed points of the Poincaré map can be performed for all ad­
missible values of b. As in the case of the KdV equation considered above, one has 
to perform a single Melnikov measurement in order to be able to use the result of 
T heorem  11 about transverse intersection of the perturbed stable and unstable
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manifolds of the group orbit of periodic solutions. The Melnikov function is now 
given by
/ OO (piçi +  P292) [w(a;a; +  tq) +  n(a>x +  To)(9 ? + (4.2.26)
■00
.Acosrc and n(x) =  Bsinx , we can calculate this function thusTaking m(x) 
obtaining
,  , ,  \  2 1 7TW . TTLlIM(Tb) =  7TCÛ sech -rrr csch Y  sin To +  +  6Po -  45^) cos tq4 5  45
Therefore, at the points tq =  arctan ^(w ^ +  6pg — 45^) one has M{tq) — 0 and 
dM/dro ^  0, and therefore from T heorem  11 we conclude the existence of trans­
verse intersection between the aforementioned stable and unstable manifolds. It 
is interesting to note that unlike the case of the perturbed KdV equation, in the 
present example the Melnikov criterion does not impose any extra restrictions on 
the parameters of the perturbation, and thus the conditions of T heorem  11 can be 
satisfied for all amplitudes A, B and the frequency w.
D am ped-driven  p e rtu rb a tio n
Next, we consider the perturbation given by
/ ( ^ ,  %,wa;) =  —i—'^ -  6cos(wa;)] (4.2.27)
where F > 0, A > 0,6 > 0. In this perturbation the first term represents dissipation 
(in the context of the wave propagation in fibres it accounts for fibre losses [3]), 
while the second one is the term representing amplifiers placed along the fibre. In 
the multi-symplectic form this perturbation can be written as
(  \q 2 - A { 1 ~  6 coscjx){ql -f- g#)% ^
-~ q i  -  A(1 -  Ôcosux){ql +  ql)qi 
0 
0
F{Z ,ux) =
\
(4.2.28)
/
Now we can calculate the function R{Z, x)\
rR{Z,x) = (9 1 + 9 2) +  A{qi +  9g)(l -  Ô cosujx)
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Obviously, this expression does not vanish for all values of çi, 92 and x, and therefore 
the perturbation (4.2.27) belongs to Case I I  if it satisfies conditions of the T heorem  
7, which we will verify. The function Ro{b) can be calculated as
Ro{b) = j  -^ p o  +  Po^(l -  ^ cosivx) dx = pgT +  Ap{j  . (4.2.29)
Since we are not interested in the case p§ =  0, which corresponds to the unperturbed
system having trivial solitary wave solutions only, one concludes from the aboverexpression that Ro{b) vanishes when pi = — . Pi’om the definition of po in (4.2.21) 
one can find that this condition corresponds to
a — bv k — 6  ^— 2 A (4.2.30)
Next we have to check that at the values of b which satisfy (4.2.30) dRo/db is different 
from zero. Using the expression for Ro{b) we obtain 
dRo dRo dpo 26 +  'U,
db dpo db -T (r-4 p g A ), (4.2.31)
r  r { 2 b + v ) ,and at the points satisfying pg =  —  this turns into dRo/db = ---- ----------T, which
2 Tis different from zero if we additionally assume +  4(a +  A:) — —  7  ^0. Having 
verified conditions of the T heorem  7, it can be concluded that for the values of 
b which satisfy the condition (4.2.30), the perturbed system has periodic solutions 
corresponding to the fixed point of the perturbed Poincaré map.
Next step in our analysis is the calculation of the Melnikov function which ap­
pears in T heorem  15. Substituting the perturbation (4.2.28) in the expression for 
M{tq) we have
^(^b) = J  [~Pi92 + P 2 9 1  — H Q i  +  ^2)]^"2 “  ^ ( 9i +  9 2 ) (1  “  (^cos(wæ -f To))^dx.
After some manipulations, one can find
M ( T o )  =  [r  -  .4(26 +
+A6TrLJ [3(26 •+• u)^ -f 2a;^  — 45^] sech ^  csch ^  cos tq i . (4.2.32)
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For M { to)  to have a zero at some value of tq we have to impose a condition
,« .3 3 ,
If this condition holds then the Melnikov function M{tq) will have simple zeros at 
the points tq satisfying
_  85  [r — A{2 b +  vY\ . 7TW 7TW
-  A5nw[3{2b + v)'  ^+ 2co^-AB^] 4B 4B '
and according to T heorem  15, the stable and unstable manifolds of the perturbed
periodic orbit will intersect transversely near the unperturbed heteroclinic orbit.
4.3 Im plications o f th e  in tersection  o f m anifolds
In the previous chapter we derived Melnikov-type conditions for a transverse in­
tersection of stable and unstable manifolds of the perturbed group orbit of periodic 
solutions in the travelling wave frame. Now we discuss possible implications of these 
results for the chaotic behaviour of solutions of the perturbed equations due to the 
horseshoe-type dynamics.
Since the perturbations were assumed to preserve the symmetry of the unper­
turbed system, the perturbed flow is also equivariant. Therefore, as our geometric 
constructions from the previous chapter suggest, it is natural to consider not a single 
perturbed periodic orbit, but the full family of such orbits which can be obtained by 
allowing the group act on one of them (in the special case of T heorem  6 this family 
could be generalised even further to include all the possible values of the parameter 
6). The perturbed periodic orbit is obviously non-hyperbolic since the equivariance 
guarantees the presence of unity among the spectrum of the perturbed Poincaré 
map (see discussion in section 3.5), and thus we cannot immediately appeal to the 
Smale-Birkhoff theorem [71] to conclude the presence of chaotic dynamics. However, 
recently several methods have been developed to treat the case of a non-hyperbolic 
fixed point of the Poincaré map having transversal or topological intersection of sta­
ble and unstable manifolds. In particular, the horseshoe chaos has been extensively 
studied for the two-degree of freedom systems having non-hyperbolic fixed points
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[76, 77,118, 119], which are also reversible [113], or have saddle-centres which do not 
take the form of a small perturbation of an integrable system [139]. For dynamical 
systems arising in celestial mechanics several results have also been obtained which 
concern the explicit construction of a horseshoe when the contracting and expanding 
directions are not exponential but “polynomial” in time [42, 46,48]. Further analysis 
of the issues involved in the understanding of chaotic behaviour in the systems with 
non-hyperbolic equilibria can be found in [43], where one can also find a reference 
on a general geometrical procedure for establishing the presence of Smale horseshoes 
and of a positive topological entropy. This procedure was originally established for 
area-preserving perturbations by Burns and Weiss [37], but it can also be applied 
to the study of chaotic behaviour in systems with non-hyperbolic fixed points as 
indicated in [43, 48].
Since the systems considered so far in this thesis, have been the two-degree of 
freedom dynamical systems having non-hyperbolic fixed points due to the presence 
of a symmetry group, therefore they fit into the class of above-mentioned systems 
exhibiting horseshoe chaos. Hence, using those results, one can conclude the pos­
sibility of chaotic behaviour in the systems which we have analysed with the help 
of the Melnikov-type method developed in the previous chapters. For equivariant 
perturbations we can intuitively anticipate that since the perturbed fiow inherits the 
symmetry of the unperturbed system (and therefore, the perturbed Poincaré map 
also has this symmetry), so we can expect to have a horseshoe “prolongated” with 
the group action. In other words, if to reduce the system by the group action, the 
result will be the standard horseshoe itself. These conclusions can be made more 
apparent with the help of the example of the KdV equation considered in the section 
4.1. If to consider travelling wave solutions of the equation (4.1.1), this would pro­
duce after one integration a second-order ODE. In the absence of the perturbation 
this system has a saddle fixed point, or alternatively, the suspended system has a 
hyperbolic periodic orbit, which persists under small periodic perturbations. Usual 
Melnikov analysis similar to the one in Guckenheimer & Holmes [71] would give a 
condition for the intersection of the stable and unstable manifolds of this hyperbolic
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periodic orbit. Since the perturbed periodic orbit is hyperbolic, the Smale-Birkhoff 
theorem [71, 135] can be applied to deduce the presence of chaotic dynamics in the 
phase space. Comparing this with the results of section 4.1 we see that the multi- 
symplectification of the KdV equation resulted in “enlarging” the phase space of the 
unperturbed system by introducing additional “group coordinate” $  and its conju­
gate w. But since the system under consideration is one and the same perturbed 
KdV equation (4.1.1), therefore the dynamics should be the same whatever descrip­
tion we choose, and this means that in the multi-symplectic formulation we have 
a horseshoe dynamics of the travelling wave reduction “composed” with a group 
dynamics due to the multi-symplectification. Equivalently, this dynamics can be 
viewed as a horseshoe dynamics taking place on a particular Cp level set, where the 
group action is also divided out.
In the case of the NLS equation the symmetry was already present in the system 
even before the equation was multi-symplectiffed. The Hamiltonian perturbations, 
which we have considered, were preserving the level sets of Cy, and therefore con­
clusions similar to the above ones can be made about chaotic dynamics in this case. 
However, when the perturbation is dissipative, the reduction to a particular Cy level 
set is no longer possible, and one has to take into account the full composition of 
the horseshoe-type dynamics and the group action.
In summary, the systems which arise as a travelling wave reduction of multi- 
symplectic equations with symmetry, systems in which a horseshoe-type chaotic 
behaviour can occur due to external perturbations. Although these systems can be 
viewed as particular cases of two-degree of freedom systems with non-hyperbolic 
fixed points, still further study has to be carried out to understand the interplay of 
chaotic dynamics and symmetry of these systems.
Transverse instability o f solitary waves fo r  the 
( 2 + l ) “Boussinesq equation
One of the fundamental ways in which a solitary wave travelling in one space dimen­
sion can generate a two space dimensional pattern is through transverse instability. 
A transverse instability of a line solitaiy wave is associated with a class of pertur­
bations acting in a direction transverse to the basic direction of propagation. In 
addition to establishing the existence of transverse instability, a major question is 
what implications this instability has for the long-term behaviour of the system: 
does it settle into a new two-space-dimensional pattern, or collapse? The answer 
to this question is of crucial importance for understanding possible scenarios for 
pattern formation. In particular, transverse instability is one of the mechanisms 
for spatio-temporal pattern formation from stable homogeneous states in reaction- 
diffusion systems [131]. This instability can also lead to spatio-temporal chaos with 
several characteristic spatial scales [108].
Transverse instability of solitary waves has been widely studied since the seminal 
work of Zakharov [142] on the nonlinear Schrodinger equation and the work of 
Kadomtsev & Petviashvili [83] on transverse instability of the Korteweg-de Vries 
soliton. Since then, transverse instability of solitary waves has been investigated for 
a wide range of models; examples include the nonlinear Schrodinger (NLS) equation 
[81, 101] and related equations [100, 101, 132], Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation 
[6, 11, 80, 94], the Zakharov-Kuznetsov equation [10, 26, 101], Langmuir solitons 
[19], wave packets of drift waves [102] and water waves [27]. Recently, these studies 
were accompanied by the analysis of the Davey-Stewartson model [94], and the 
generalised Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation [91]. A review of transverse instability
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for NLS and other related models can be found in Kivshar & Pelinovsky [94].
In the next two chapters we will study the transverse instability of solitary waves 
for two models, representing two-dimensional generalisations of well-known one­
dimensional equations in hydrodynamics. To be more precise, the equations to 
be considered are the ( 2-|-1 ) - dimensional Boussinesq equation and the generalised 
fifth-order Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation. For both of these equations analytic 
expressions are known for one-dimensional solitary wave solutions, and for certain 
parameter ranges, these solitary waves are known to be stable in the models with 
one spatial dimension.
The question we want to address is as follows: in the parameter region where 
the one-dimensional solitary waves are linearly stable, are such waves stable or 
unstable with respect to the perturbations in the transverse direction in the full 
two-dimensional model? There will be a notable difference in the analysis of the 
aforementioned two problems, which is due to the fact that for the Boussinesq equa­
tion analytic solutions are known for all values of velocity, while for the generalised 
fifth-order Korteweg-de Vries equation an analytic solution is known only for a single 
value of velocity, which is determined by the parameters in the equation.
The current chapter focuses on the study of the Boussinesq equation in two space 
dimensions. The presentation follows a recently published paper by Blyuss, Bridges 
and Berks [17]. We consider a two-dimensional Boussinesq equation of the form
utt =  if{u) +  +  auyy , (5.0.1)
where e =  ±1 and a =  ±1. In general, f{u) can be any smooth function, but in the 
canonical form of the Boussinesq equation it has the form
f(u)  — D{u^ — u) with D — ±1.
For D = —1, £ — 1 and cr =  1 this equation was derived by Johnson [82] to 
describe the propagation of gravity waves on the surface of water, in particular the 
head-on collision of oblique waves, and it was derived by Breizman and Malkin [21] 
in the context of Langmuir waves.
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In the absence of the transverse variation (i.e, Uy = 0) and for er =  — 1, 5  =  — 1 
this equation reduces to the so-called ’’good” Boussinesq equation, which is well- 
posed, and for which sech^-solutions exist for any c with |c| < 1. These waves are 
stable when |  < |c| < 1 [18]. For the case |c| < f it was shown by computer-assisted 
simulation of the leading term in the Taylor expansion of the Evans function that 
there is an unstable eigenvalue [7]. This result was generalised to include solitary 
waves with nonzero tails, and rigorously proved using the symplectic Evans matrix 
in [31].
The equation (5.0.1) has a family of line solitary wave solutions of the form 
u{x, y, t) — u{9\ c, I) = A{c, I) sech^(5(c, 1)6), 9 = x — ct ly, (5.0.2)
with
= B{c, I) = ^  s je ip  +  c2 -  aP).
The existence of the solitary wave clearly requires 5{Dd~c^ — a f )  > 0. An important 
ingredient of the analysis will be the multi-symplectic formulation of the equation 
(5.0.1) which we present in the next section.
Having a multi-symplectic representation of the equation (5.0.1), we will use a 
geometric condition as derived in [26] to get an explicit criterion for small trans­
verse wavenumber instability. Next, to get detailed information for all trans­
verse wavenumbers we will compute explicitly the Evans function for the (2-1-1)- 
dimensional Boussinesq model linearised about a larger family of line solitary waves 
(allowing the state at infinity to be nonzero).
In order to study the post-instability behaviour of the nonlinear problem we 
will end this chapter by employing direct numerical simulations based on a multi- 
symplectic pseudospectral discretisation [35]. In particular, we will show that the 
numerics suggests the collapse of the solitary wave in all cases when it is transversely 
unstable.
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5.1 M ulti-sym plectify ing  th e equations
We begin our analysis with some properties of the equation (5.0.1). This system has 
a range of geometric structures. Firstly, we record the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian 
structures. Let u =  then the system is Lagrangian with
~ 2 ^ l t  +  +  2^ 4>Ixx +  2^4>ly dxdydt,
where F(-) is any function satisfying F'(-) =  /(•).
The Boussinesq equation can be represented as a Hamiltonian system in a num­
ber of ways (e.g. [130]). For example, let
H dxdy ,
where 7  is a Lagrange multiplier associated with the constraint u = w^. With 
Hamiltonian variables ($ ,u , w ,7 ) the governing equations take the form
— lïT — /('^) +  '^^xx + 7 ,
0 = ^ = 7 x -  O-Wyy ,
0 =  ^  = U — W.
(5.1.3)
S'Y
However, the most interesting form of (5.0.1) for the present purposes is the 
multi-symplectic formulation which can be represented in the canonical form [32]
IVI^t -f KZx +  — ^S(Z) Z G ,
where Z =  (qi,q2 ,q3 ,Pi,P2 ,P3 )^, with u{x,y,t) = qi{x,y,t) and
(5.1.4)
M
/ 0 1 0 0 0 0
- 1 0  0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
y 0 0 0 0 0 0
, K =
/ 0 0 0 1 0 0 \
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
- 1  0 0 0 0 0
0 - 1  0 0 0 0
0 0 - 1 0 0 0
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( \
S{Z) — ~F{qi) -  ~ pI + ~pI ~  "2 ^3 -
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
- 1 0  0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
Using 9 i =  u, it is straightforward to show that this system is a reformulation of 
equation (5.0.1). As indicated in (5.0.2), the system (5.1.4) has a family of line 
solitary wave solutions of the form
V /
Z{x, y, t) =  Z{6 ; c,l), 0 — x -  ct + ly + 9q, (5.1.5)
where (ei, Z{9; c. I) =  u{9\ c,Z)), and the other components of Z  are easily obtained 
from the multi-symplectic equations (5.1.4).
5.2 G eom etric criterion for transverse instab ility
An advantage of the multi-symplectic formulation is that there is a geometric con­
dition for the transverse instability of line solitary waves which is easy to verify 
[26].
For the linear stability analysis, let Z[x,y , t)  =  Z{9\c,l) + 
substitute this into (5.1.4) and linearise. If the resulting linear equation has 
square-integrable solutions U(9\X,k) with %(A) > 0 and fc 6  R, we call the 
basic solitary wave state Z{9',c,l) transversely unstable. Assuming that Ze is 
the only square integrable element in the kernel of the linearisation operator 
C — D ‘^ S{Z) — [K —cM -f ZL]^, we have the following geometric condition of 
the transverse instability for small A and k. Suppose
Ac Ai 
&
> 0 , where ■ ^ = - l f Z ( M Z o , Z ) d e ,  
B = U - J ^ Z e , Z ) d e , (5.2.6)
Then the basic solitary wave Z{9\c,l) of (5.0.1) is linearly transverse unstable (see 
[26, 27] and a brief exposition in Appendix B).
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Using the above definitions of the multi-symplectic matrices M  and L, we obtain 
1  f  d d \  f°°
1 7 ° ° /  d \  P°° (6.2.8)
where
K aF — (? — D
Substitution of (5.2.7) and (5.2.8) in (5.2.6) yields:
sgn A =  sgn —A  (  Ac 4— Ai c \ c sgn cr I Ac 4— Ai
= sgn - c r ( / f  +  c 4 ü r  +  i £ / f =  Sgn [~cr [ a f  — — D) [AaB — 4c  ^— 5 )]  .
(5.2.9)
Since the condition for the transverse instability requires A > 0 , therefore we have 
just established the following result.
Lem m a 17 Suppose
ea (4(7Z^  — 4c  ^— D) > 0 , 
then the basic solitary wave Z{9\c,l) is linearly transversely unstable.
(5.2.10)
In pai'ticular, in the case of positive dispersion a  — 1 this condition reduces to 
e{D + 4c  ^— 4Z^  > 0). The multi-symplectic formulation also provides an expres­
sion for the linear growth rate of the instability A as a function of the transverse 
wavenumber k for long-wave perturbations [26]:
 ^^  y / A J 3 i -  ^  y J - ( 7 ( ia P  -  4e^  +  l)(crP -  +  1 ) ^
Me 4c  ^— 1 — CFp & +  0 (A:^ ).(5.2.11)
This provides the growth rate for k small. In the next section, the Evans function will 
be constructed in order to determine the growth rate for all transverse wavenumbers 
k.
In the remainder of this section, we apply the condition (5.2.10) for various 
parameter values.
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For the “good” Boussinesq equation from [18] with e =  — 1 and D =  — 1 the
existence and transverse instability requirements are
crZ^  — +  1 > 0 and ~  cr > 0, (5.2.12)
respectively. Combining these conditions leads to the following system of inequalities 
for c and I when cr > 0
— +  crB < < 1 + tiB, (5.2.13)
and for cr < 0 , the conditions give
+ (5.2.14)
These inequalities define the regions in (c, I) parameter plane, where the basic soli­
tary wave exists and is linearly transversely unstable. These regions are presented 
in Figure 5.1.
One can do a similar analysis for Johnson’s equation [82], where (j =  1 , s =  1 , 
and D = —1. The existence requirement is — 1 and the instability condition
is Z^ > — J. This result is inconclusive for two reasons. First, the two regions do
not overlap so the geometric condition does not predict instability for any parameter 
values. Secondly, when e =  -fl the equation is ill-posed as an evolution equation 
(this can be seen at the linear level where the dispersion relation predicts instability 
as the wavenumber goes to infinity), and so the question of long time stability is 
irrelevant.
5.3 Evans function  analysis o f th e transverse in­
stab ility
In this section we use the Evans function formalism in order to analyse the linear 
transverse stability problem for the Boussinesq model (5.0.1) for all values of the 
transverse wavenumber. We restrict attention to the parameter values of most in­
terest: e =  — 1 and D = —I associated with the “good” Boussinesq, although we 
put no restriction on cr (but keeping in mind that cr =  4 -1  is the most interesting 
case).
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0.5
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—0.5 0tranvserse parameter I 0.5-1 0 1 transverse parameter I
Figure 5.1: Theoretical boundaries of the transverse instability, a) Case (5.2.13) 
with cr =  1. The waves are unstable for the parameters lying within the shaded 
regions, b) Case (5.2.14) with a =  —1. The waves are unstable for the parameters 
within the circle.
Also, the class of solitary waves will be enlarged. Namely, we include solitary 
waves bi-asymptotic to a nontrivial state at infinity, specifically.
where
U{$) = UoQ +  6 ^  ^sech^ {60), 6  = x — ct -}■ ly,
6  = ^ \ j y / 1  + Ââ~~
(5.3,15)
(5.3.16)
The value of the parameter a is constrained only by existence of the square root: 
1 +  4a > (c  ^— al^)^.
Here we will not use any geometric structure (although it might be interesting 
to look more closely in this direction) and so work directly with (5.0.1). Let
u{x, y, t) — U{9) + Re (ü{9) exp [iky +  Xt] ) . (5.3.17)
By substituting this expression in (5.0.1) and linearising, one obtains the following 
equation for the complex function ü{9)
ûeeee + 2{Uu)oe -  (1 -  +  at^)ÜQe -  2(cA +  iakl)ûe +  (A^  +  ak'^)u =  0. (5.3.18)
After the change of variable x  =  69, substitution of the explicit expression for U
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from (5.3.15), and dropping the tildes, equation (5.3.18) reduces to
U:axxx “  4 [(1 -  3 soclf æ)a] -  'yUx +  =  0, (5.3.19)
where
7  =  =  (5.3.20)
To obtain explicit solutions of this equation, we note that by taking u = and 
y ~  I — 3 sech^ æ in (5.3.19), and integrating twice the equation simplifies to
(l> X X X X  -  ^ V ( j ) a ; x  -  l ^ x  +  =  0. (5.3.21)
Solutions of this equation can be found readily in a manner similar to that in [13]
(see also [6 ]). First we note that in the limit x ±oo, equation (5.3.21) reduces to
4>xxxx ~  +  /3(f) = 0. (5.3.22)
Substituting now </» =  one can see that ji satisfies the quartic equation
fj^ — — 'y/i (3 = Q. (5.3.23)
Quartics of this form have been analysed in [28], and when Re{j3) > 0 there are 
two roots with positive real part and two roots with negative real part. Therefore, 
the space of solutions decaying as æ —^ +oo is two-dimensional, as is the space of 
solutions decaying as a; —> — oo.
If the four roots jUj, j  = 1, ..,4 of the equation (5.3.23) are distinct, the corre­
sponding solutions of (5.3.21) are given by
(/>j{x) = e^^^hj{x), (5.3.24)
with
hj{x) = (4yu| -F 8 ^j -  7 ) -  12,Uj tanhrc. (5.3.25)
The case of multiple roots can be handled similarly [13]. The solutions of the original 
equation (5.3.19) are found by substituting u{x) = (f){x)xx’
Localised solutions of the linearised problem exist if one can match the solutions 
decaying as æ — 0 0  with the solutions decaying as x —> —0 0 . This can be deter­
mined by finding the zeros of the so-called Evans function which correspond to the
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eigenvalues of the linearised problem. To define the Evans function, we write the 
equation (5.3.19) as a first-order system
Vz =  A{x)v,  V
u
Ux
Uxx
Uxxx
\  (  
, A(a;) =
y  J
0 0 
1 0 
0 1 (5.3.26)
 ^ - / 0  -f- 4tVxx 7  +  8 % 4^ ; 0  y
with "U =  1 — 3 sech^ x.
Since the trace of the matrix A(æ) vanishes, the Evans function can be defined 
as E{X, k) = vi(0) Av2 (0 ) Av3 (0 ) A V4 (0 ), where Vi,2(a;) are the solutions of (5.3.26) 
satisfying
lim e“«^Vj(rc) = ( j ,  j  =  1 , 2 ,
.T— OO
and, respectively, V3,4 (æ) are the solutions of (5.3.26) satisfying
-  (j, j  =  3,4,
where are the eigenvectors of the matrix A^o = A(±oo) [5].
An alternative expression for the Evans function can be derived by using the 
adjoint system as shown in [29]. The adjoint system of (5.3.26) has the form:
Wa; =  -A(æ)*vy, w  = U)2
U)3
\%a4 y
(5.3.27)
where A(æ)* denotes the Hermitian conjugate of A  (A(æ)* =  A{x) ). The equation 
for W4  turns out to be
{uJ4)xxxx ~  ^u{u>4)xx +  7{uJ4)x + ^ (^ 4 ) =  0 . (5.3.28)
This equation is equivalent to (5.3.21) up to the change of variables: x  —> —x, 7 - ^ 7 , 
P p, and therefore its solutions can be obtained from (5.3.24) by changing x for 
—X  and conjugating them:
(5.3.29)
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Figure 5.2: a) The Evans function E{X) — J5(A,0) versus A for c — 0.25, c =  0.35, 
and c =  0.75, respectively, b) Growth rate versus transverse wavenumber for the 
values of velocity c =  0.6, c =  0.75, and c =  0.9, respectively.
with hj{x)  defined in (5.3.25). Other components of the vector wj ( x)  can be obtained 
from (5.3.27).
Let jUi and /i,2 be the two roots of the equation (5.3.23) with negative real part, 
and let v j ( x )  and W j ( x ) ,  j  = 1,2 be the corresponding solution vectors of the lin­
earised (respectively, adjoint) system. Since the matrix A{x)  in (5.3.26) is traceless, 
we can define the Evans function for the system (5.3.26) as follows [29]:
(wi (0 ), v i (0 )) (wi (0 ), V2 (0 ) )
(W2 (0 ) ,v i(0 )) (W2 (0 ),V2 (0 ))
where (■, ■) denotes the complex inner product in C^. To obtain a unique definition 
of the Evans function, the scaling lima;_c>o cc), Vj(a;)) =  1 is used. This
normalises the eigenvectors and the adjoint eigenvectors of A°° =  lima;_,±oo^(ic).
After some lengthy algebra, the final expression for the Evans function can be 
obtained, which we do not present here since it is lengthy (the expression for the 
Evans function as well as the calculations of the instability growth rate can be 
downloaded as a MAPLE-file from the website [14]).
Zeros of the Evans function E{X, k) correspond to the bounded solutions of the 
linearised stability problem with the wavenumber k and the growth rate Re{X). The 
leading order terms (in k and A) in the Evans function are in complete agreement 
with the results of the geometric condition of the previous section. Note that, since
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the construction here is based on a basic solitary wave with a nontrivial state at 
infinity, it is suggestive that the geometric condition [15] extends to such waves.
We illustrate the dependence of the Evans function on the wavespeed and trans­
verse wavenumber in Figure 5.2. In the left graph, the transverse wavenumber is 
set to zero, to compare with known results on longitudinal instability. The graph 
is in complete agreement with known results (e.g. [18, 31]) that the solitary wave 
is stable for |  < c < 1 and unstable for 0 < c < -. In the right-hand graph 
in Figuie 6.2 we present the plot of the growth rate Re{X) as a function of the 
transverse wavenumber. It is interesting to note that waves of the good Boussinesq 
which are longitudinally stable are transversely unstable. Note also that there is a 
short-wavelength cut-off, similar to the other cases of the transverse instability, such 
as in the Zakharov-Kuznetsov equation [10]. This means that there is a maximal 
wavenumber beyond which there are no more unstable eigenmodes.
5,4 P ost-in stab ility  sim ulations
In this section we simulate the PDE (5.0.1), using the multi-symplectic spectral dis­
cretisation proposed in [35] and applied there to the Zakharov-Kuznetsov equation 
and shallow-water equation.
The (2 4- l)-dimensional Boussinesq equation is considered with e = D = —1 
on a finite domain {x^y) — [0 ,L] x [0 ,L] with L > 0  some constant, and periodic 
boundary conditions on both spatial variables. We choose a spatial mesh-size as 
A x  = Ay = A m  =  L /2 N  and introduce the discrete two-dimensional Fourier 
transform defined as
2 N
VâVUkl =  - 7=  ^r,a= l
where
and Urs ^  u{mrs),mrs =  (r — l)Aæ -{- (s — I)Ay  (cf. [60] ). Fourier spectral
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discretisation of the (2+l)-dimensional Boussinesq equation yields
dttUu =  SI [sSIUm + VwP(U)] +  aSfUu, (5.4.31)
where Ok are the entries of the diagonal matrix defined by the relations
Ok =  foi’ ^ =  1 , N;
Ôn+ 1  =  0 , and
Ok = ~~02N-k+2} for k = N  + 2 , 2N
which follow from the periodicity of the discrete Fourier transform [60], and F(V)  
denotes the Fourier transform of the anti-derivative of the function f{u)  in (5.0.1). 
The same result would be obtained if one applied the spectral discretisation to the 
multi-symplectic formulation (5.1.4), as it was done for the Zakharov-Kuznetsov 
equation in [35].
For the second-order time derivative we used the central difference approximation 
(time step was chosen to be A t  =  0.01 in all the simulations):
9 u m  =  % (5.4.32)
where Uki denotes the value of Uki at the moment t =  nAt,
One should note that the only valid test of this scheme can be done for the 
“good” Boussinesq equation with cr > 0. For cr < 0  in the case of the “good” 
Boussinesq equation, an initial profile independent of x would result in a solution 
which could grow “faster than exponential” because for large transverse wavenum­
bers, the growth rate of the initial data has no upper bound (ill-posedness).
To test the algorithm, we used it first to confirm the results for the dynamics of 
the one-dimensional solitary waves. The initial profile was taken to be of the form
“ (®) =  (?) sech^ 1  (1  -  c )^ +  ((æ), (5.4.33)
where (^cc) is a small random perturbation. The results are presented in Figures 
5.3 and 5.4. For c =  |  the solitary wave solution is linearly unstable as reported 
in [7, 31], and the development of this linear instability is shown in Figure 5.3a).
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Figure 5.3: a) Development of the longitudinal instability and collapse at time 
t = 12.6 for c =  | .  b) Propagation of a stable solitary wave for c =  | .
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Figure 5.4: Energy evolution. Dashed line represents the initial energy level, and 
the solid line shows the time evolution of energy, a) Unstable case c =  b) Stable
case c =  | .
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a) b)
Figure 5.5: Solitary wave for cr =  1 and c =  | .  a) Initial profile, b) Development of 
the transverse modulation (time t =  11.25 ).
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Figure 5.6: The same as in Fig. 5.5. a) Wave collapse (time t = 12.6). b) Energy 
evolution. Dashed line represents the initial energy level, and the solid line shows 
the time evolution of energy.
In the case c =  |  the numerical results confirm the stability of the solitary wave 
[see Figure 5.3(b) ]. The simulations were run on an interval of the length L = 256 
with 2N =  512. As a numerical check, the total energy was monitored, and it was 
found to be well behaved till near the collapse when the significant errors occur, as 
illustrated in Figure 5.4(a).
For the two-dimensional simulations, we took an initial profile in the form of the 
line solitary wave uniform in y
y, 0 ) =  ^ (1  -  c^) sech^ ^ (l -  c^) (5.4.34)
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Figure 5.7; Time evolution of the maximal amplitude for the ID unstable solution 
with c =  | .  a) One-dimensional case, b) Two-dimensional case.
where ^(x,y)  is a small random perturbation (in this case / =  0). In the case 
c =  I  the solitary wave (5.4.34) is linearly unstable in longitudinal direction as is 
known from the stability analysis of the ID equation. In Fig. 5.5(b) we can see this 
instability developing in a similar way as in the ID case. Wave collapse in this case 
is shown in Fig. 5.6(a), with the plot of energy as a function of time in Fig. 5.6(b). 
To illustrate that the instability is due to one-dimensional longitudinal effects, we 
present in Fig. 5.7 plots of the time evolution of the maximal amplitude of the 
solution, which behaves similarly in ID and 2D cases.
When c =  | ,  the solitary wave is longitudinally stable but transversely unstable, 
and the development of this instability is presented in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. The 
length of the square box was chosen to be L =  128 with the number of Fourier 
modes 2 N  =  256. If the perturbation added is of the form of a noise that is uniform 
in both directions, one can expect during time evolution a selection of the transverse 
wavenumber corresponding to the most unstable eigenmode as is illustrated in Fig. 
5.8(b). Using a Fourier transform of the wave profile, we found in this case that 
the wavenumber selected is k = 0.123 ±  0.003, which is a good approximation 
of the wavenumber found from the analytical prediction kmax — 0.121 [cf. Fig. 
5.2(b)]. To further investigate the long-time dynamics and verify the analytically 
predicted growth rate, we start a computation with a perturbation proportional to 
cos(0.123y), which corresponds to the most unstable eigenmode. At the initial stage
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Figure 5.8: Solitary wave for cr =  1 and c =  | .  a) Initial profile, b) Development of 
the transverse modulation (time t =  2 1 0 ).
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Figure 5.9: The same as in Fig. 5.8. a) Wave collapse after transverse modulation 
(time t =  159). b) Energy evolution. Dashed line represents the initial energy level, 
and the solid line shows the time evolution of energy.
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Figure 5.10: a) Time evolution of the maximal amplitude for the transversely un­
stable solution with c =  | .  b) Evolution of In \\u{t) -  2f(0 )||^. Solid line represents 
the actual solution, the dashed line corresponds to its linear approximation, and the 
dash-dotted line is the line of the maximal analytical growth rate.
of the evolution transverse modulation has a slowly growing amplitude, and then 
the instability prevails leading finally to the collapse of the wave Fig. 5.9(a). The 
energy proves to be conserved rather well during the simulations [see Fig. 5.9(b)], 
although it deviates substantially as the wave approaches the stage of collapse.
The growth of the amplitude, followed by the fast collapse can be observed in 
Fig. 5.10(a). In order to compare the theoretical and numerical growth rates we 
present in Fig. 5.10(b) the plot of In \\u{t) — u(0)|p as a function of time. Fi-om 
the Figure 5.10(a), we see that it takes some time for the transverse instability to 
develop. Therefore, we choose as a starting point for comparison a time interval 
when the most unstable eigenmode has already been selected by the solution, and 
one is still within the linear regime. It can be seen from Fig. 5.10(b) that the 
corresponding growth rate for the solution is close to the one determined by the 
most unstable eigenvalue (numerical value of the growth rate is Xnum ~  0.0367, 
while the analytical result is Xanai ^  0.0371). For larger time nonlineai’ effects start 
playing a role, and they finally lead to the collapse.
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5.5 C oncluding rem arks
In this chapter we have considered the transverse instability of line solitary wave 
solutions of the (2+l)-dimensional Boussinesq equation. Using the multi-symplectic 
formulation of the system, we derived a geometric condition for this instability for 
small transverse wavenumbers. With an Evans function approach, the linearised 
stability equation was analysed, and this allowed us to obtain the dependence of 
the instability growth rate for all transverse wavenumbers. Numerical simulations 
support the analytical predictions about transverse and longitudinal instabilities and 
demonstrate the development of those instabilities and subsequent wave collapse. 
Analytical and numerical conclusions about the wavenumber and the growth rate 
corresponding to the most unstable eigenmode are also in good agreement.
Transverse instability o f  solitary waves in the 
generalised fifth-order K P  equation
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we used various methods in order to analyse the instabil­
ity of one-dimensional solutions of the Boussinesq equation with respect to trans­
verse perturbations. For the linear stability analysis in the long-wavelength regime 
(small transverse wavenumbers), we used a geometric criterion based on the multi- 
symplectic formulation of the equation to derive a condition for transverse instabil­
ity. An important feature of the analysis was the possibility to differentiate solitary 
waves of the one-dimensional equation with respect to velocity, since the solitary 
waves were defined for all velocities c in the range |c| < 1 . This situation is quite 
special. For most equations, analytical expressions for the solitary waves are not 
known or only known for special values of the velocity. A full set of solutions of the 
linearised problem is usually not available either.
In this chapter we will combine analytical and numerical tools to study the 
transverse instability of one-dimensional solitons for the generalised fifth-order 
Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) equation
1T ) -E ^XXX “b 'y' X^XXXXP I   ^ / æ aUyy =  0 , cr =  ± 1 . (6 .1 .1 )X
This model appears in the study of the water waves with additional surface effects 
due to either surface tension with Bond number close to 1/3, or due to an elastic ice- 
sheet floating on the surface [72, 78]. Saut and Tzvetkov [124, 125] have considered 
the Cauchy problem for the equation (6.1.1) on unbounded domain as well as for 
periodic boundary conditions. In the positive dispersion case (cr =  1), they have
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proved the global well-posedness of the initial value problem for equation (6 .1 .1 ) 
with initial data in I/^(R^) and bounded Hamiltonian, while for negative dispersion 
global well-posedness of the initial value problem was established for initial data in 
L^(R^) with some restrictions on its Fourier transform.
For 7  =  0 and p =  1 the equation (6.1.1) reduces to a standard Kadomtsev- 
Petviashvili equation [83], whose planar solitary wave solutions are transversely 
unstable in the positive dispersion case and stable otherwise (the influence of higher- 
order nonlinearities is discussed in [91]). A particular instance of equation (6 .1 .1 ) 
with p =  1 and <7 =  — 1 has been considered in [85] by using an asymptotic analysis 
based on an adiabatic approximation, and the line solitary wave was found to be 
transversely stable. The conclusion was also verified using direct numerical simu­
lations by Abramyan and Stepanyants [2] for the equation (6.1.1) with a negative 
coefl[icient in front of the third-order derivative, and by Karpman and Belashov [89], 
who considered both signs of the coefficients of the third- and fifth-order derivatives.
The equation (6.1.1) with Uy =  0, i.e. in one spatial dimension is the generalised 
fifth-order Korteweg-de Vries equation, also known as the generalised Kawahara 
equation
H ! T T "^ xxx T T'^^xxxx — 0 " (6 .1 .2 )p 1 ^
This equation incorporates higher-order nonlinearity and dispersion. For p =  1 
this is the fifth-order KdV equation, also called the Kawahara equation, which has 
applications in fluid mechanics, plasma physics etcetera (see [93], where this equation 
has been derived for solitary waves with an oscillatory structure). When 7  =  0 this 
is the generalised KdV equation, whose solutions are known to be stable for p < 4 
and unstable for p > 4 [99, 100]. For 7  0, travelling solitary waves can exist only
for 7  < 0 (see [87, 90] and references therein). It has been demonstrated that in the 
case 7  < 0  the fifth-order dispersion term plays a stabilising term in the sense that 
it allows equation (6 .1 .2 ) to have stable solitary wave solutions for larger values of 
nonlinearity p than in the case of the generalised KdV equation [34, 47, 8 8 ]. On 
the other hand, for positive 7  the equation (6 .1 .2 ) has no travelling wave solutions; 
instead it has quasisoliton solutions, describing radiating solitons, which are unstable
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for p > 4 [8 6 , 87]. A review of stability results for solitary waves of the Kawahara
equation with various powers of nonlinearity can be found in Karpman [8 8 ]. 
Looking for travelling wave solutions of equation (6.1.1) in the form
u{x,y,t) = u q { 9 ] c , 1 ) ,  6  X — ct + ly, (6.1.3)
with the boundary condition tio —> 0  as |^| oo, we obtain after two integrations 
the following equation for the shape uq = Uo{$)
-{c +  ffZ2H +  ^ t i g + '  +  ^  +  7 ^  =  0. (6.1.4)
Following the method used in Dey et al [47] for the generalised fifth-order KdV 
equation, we can find for 7  < 0 the solution of the equation (6.1.4) in the form
«o(g ;c ,o= (ÈM  j ,
(6.1.5)
where b{c,l) is given by
6 (c,i) =  c +  cr;2 =  - ^ ^ i ^ J / | 8 )2 - (6 .1 .6 )
R em ark . It is important to note here that the above formula (6.1.5) for uo{9\ c. I) 
gives a solution of the equation (6 .1 .1 ) only for special values of the velocity c and 
transverse parameter I satisfying the condition (6.1.6). Therefore, if to consider 
I and all the other parameters in the equation fixed, then the condition (6 .1 .6 ) 
gives the unique value of c, for which uo{6 ;c,l) represented by (6.1.5) solves the 
equation (6.1.1). This restriction on the value of c makes the above-mentioned 
solution completely different from the situation considered in the previous chapter 
for the two-dimensional Boussinesq equation, where the expression for the solution 
u{6 \ c. I) is valid for all values of velocity c and transverse parameter I such that the 
coefficient R(c, I) in the solution is real. In the present case, although the solitary 
waves are known to exist for a large class of values of c and I, the analytical expression 
is only known if c and I satisfy the relation (6 .1 .6 ).
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In the case Uy = 0 (and, correspondingly, Z =  0  in the above solution), Dey et al 
[47] have found that the solitary waves (6.1.5) are linearly stable in the generalised 
Kawahara equation (6.1.2) for p < 4. They used a sufficient condition for the soliton 
stability in one spatial dimension as presented in [87], i.e.,
( # )  > O' (6-1-^ )
where
1
Po = 2 j  (6 .1 .8 )
is the momentum of the solitary wave. Although this stability condition was sup­
ported by another criterion from [87], and it was verified and refined later via a 
numerical study of the linearised stability problem by Bridges, Berks & Gottwald 
[34] (they obtained a wider stability region; p < Pcrit ~  4.84), one has to note that 
Dey et al obtained the stability region by formally differentiating the expression 
for the momentum Pq of the solitary wave with respect to velocity. This cannot be 
justified immediately since, as we already noted, the formula (6.1.5) is valid as a 
solution of equation (6 .1 .2 ) only for one single value of velocity c.
When the solutions (6.1.5) with I — 0 are linearly stable, and interesting and 
important question is whether they are also stable against the perturbations in the 
transverse direction. In order to answer this question we will combine analysis 
and numerics. In the next section we will reformulate equation (6.1.1) in a multi- 
symplectic form and use the geometric condition for transverse instability [26] as in 
the previous chapter, to derive an expression for transverse stability of line solitary 
waves in the long-wavelength regime. However, the condition we obtain cannot be 
applied immediately to determine the transverse instability of the solution (6.1.5)
since this solution is defined for a single value of velocity expressed via other pa­
rameters in the problem. One could try to numerically continue the solitary wave 
and then evaluate the expression numerically, but the continuation is not straight­
forward.
An approach which lies closer to the heart of the problem is to numerically 
compute the Evans function to obtain the dependence of the instability growth rate
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A on the transverse wavenumber k for different powers of nonlinearity p. This also 
allows us to determine instability outside the long-wavelength regime.
6.2 Linear stab ility  analysis: geom etric condition
There exist various methods to analyse transverse instability of solitary waves. We 
will use the geometric condition for transverse instability [26], as in the previous 
chapter and then indicate its relation to results which can be obtained using a 
multiple-scale approach [91].
In order to use the geometric condition for instability we need to rewrite the 
generalised fifth-order KP equation (6.1.1) in a multi-symplectic form. This can be 
done with the help of new vai’iables Z  = (g,p)^ € x In particular, we define
^ P 3  -  P 4  -  P i  -  - 9 4  +  ^ P 4 ,
1 p+1 ^ 1 Ô d
Then the equation (6.1.1) is recovered by
1 ^ ^  _ o
2 âi®  -
Combining these equations one can obtain the following system of the. first-order 
differential equations for the vector Z  — (gi, %, %, %, P i, P2 , Pa, P4 )^
lVI2f -|- KZx  +  Z  E (6.2.9)
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where f 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 \
M
- 1/2  0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
/
K
/ V
V
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
- 1  
0 
0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0  ^
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 /
and
S{Z) = a
0 1 0 0 0 \ 
0 0 1 0  0 
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
- 1  0 0 0 0 y
A = > 0
(p +  l)(p +  2 )
Since we are interested in the linear transverse instability of a travelling wave solution 
Z{ 6 \c,l), where 9 = x — c t l y ,  we can use the geometric condition
•Ac Ai 
Be Bf
from [26] to determine this stability. Using the definitions of the matrices M  and 
L, as well the quantities A  and B from (5.2.6), we obtain
1 f l  d 1 d A _  r  1 r  2 ^n
u^d9 = 2 alA.
(6,2.10)
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Therefore, one has
A = Ac Ai 
Be Bf
Now, the condition for the transverse instability A > 0  gives
=  2aAAc- (6.2.11)
£7.Ac < 0 ,
or, equivalently,
0- ^  > 0 , (6.2.12)
where P  is the momentum of the solitary wave
To =  % /  ul{9\c,l)d9. (6.2.13)^ J —OO
Hence, we can conclude that if the one-dimensional solitary wave satisfies the condi­
tion > 0 , then it is linearly transversely unstable in the case of positive disper­se
sion ((7 =  1 ) and stable in the case of negative dispersion {a = —1 ) in the first-order 
approximation.
If one would use a multiple-scale method similar to the one in Kataoka, Tsutahara 
& Negoro [91] in order to obtain the dependence of the linear transverse instability 
growth rate A on the transverse wavenumber k, the conclusions about the transverse 
instability would be exactly the same as the ones we obtained above. The reason for 
this is that the term T'^xxxxxx In the equation (6 .1 .1 ) (which is the only extra term 
compared to the situation considered in [91]), would appear in the multiple-scale 
analysis only as an additional term in the definition of the linearisation operator, 
and therefore it would not alter the compatibility conditions, which give the relation 
between A and k.
R em ark . In order to apply the above instability conditions to the analytic solution
(6.1.5) of the generalised KP equation, one needs information about the sign of 
dPo/dc, If this quantity is positive for the solutions (6.1.5) (as suggested by Dey 
et ai [47] but not formally justified), then these solutions are linearly transversely 
unstable in the long-wavelength regime for positive dispersion a and any power of 
nonlinearity p. However, due to the aforementioned difficulties with the evaluation
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of the condition dPo/dc > 0 for solutions (6.1.5) (which are due to the fact that the 
analytic solution is known only for a single value of velocity), we still have to resort 
to numerical methods for its final verification, as well as for expansion of our study 
of the linear transverse instability for larger wavenumbers.
6.3 N um erical Evans function analysis
In the previous section we obtained the conclusion that the line solitary waves satis­
fying the condition > 0  are linearly transversely unstable in the case of positive 
dispersion for all powers of nonlinearity. Of course, this result holds for the long- 
wavelength transverse perturbations only. In order to verify this stability condition 
as well to complete the analysis of the linearised stability problem for all values of 
the transverse wavenumbers (not only small ones), we use the Evans function ap­
proach discussed in some detail in the previous chapter. It is noteworthy that for 
the two-dimensional Boussinesq equation, an analytic expressions for the solutions 
of the linearised stability problem could be found, leading to an analytic expression 
for the Evans function which arose as a matching condition for these solutions.
In this case, such a detailed analytic information about solutions of the linearised 
stability problem is unavailable, and therefore numerical tools have to be used in 
order to approach this problem. The presentation here follows closely the one of 
Bridges, Derks & Gottwald [34], where a numerical method for the computation of 
the Evans function was developed and illustrated for the example of the generalised 
Korteweg-de Vries equation. All computations will be performed for the solution
(6.1.5), which is a valid solution if c and I satisfy (6.1.6).
We begin with the formulation of the linearised stability problem. In this section 
the fifth-order dispersion coefficient will be considered fixed as 7  =  — 1 . Without 
loss of generality we will study the transverse instability of line solitary wave solu­
tions u q { 6 )  given in (6.1.5) propagating in the æ-direction, which implies I = 0 (this 
is in no way a restriction of the analysis but just simplifies the presentation), with 
the velocity c determined by the relation (6.1.6). Looking for solutions of the gener-
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alised fifth-order KP equation (6.1.1) in the form u{x,y, t)  — wo(^) +  Re[u( )^e'^*'^^^ ]^, 
substituting this expression into (6 .1 .1 ) and linearising the equation, one obtains 
the following equation for the function v{6 )
[Au — cvq +  ('UQu)g +  veee -f crk’^v =  0 . (6.3.14)
The solitary wave solutions Uq will be linearly transversely unstable if one can find 
the square-integrable solutions v{6 ) of the equation (6.3.14) which correspond to 
Re{\) > 0. In this chapter we will restrict our analysis to the case of A being a 
real number, but A complex can also be treated with a certain modification of the 
method, as demonstrated in [34] for the generalised KdV equation.
In order to answer the question of whether a square-integrable solution of equa­
tion (6.3.14) with A > 0 exists, we rewrite the equation (6.3.14) as the following 
first-order system of differential equations
V0 =  A(^;A,/c)v, (6.3.15)
where v =  (u,u@, u@g, ugggg,Uouq;)^ , the auxiliary function Vaux{0 ) satisfies the 
equation {vaux)e +  =  0, and the matrix A(0; A, k) is given by
/ 0 1 0 0 0 0 ^
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0  0  0  0  1 0
X puq (^uo)@ WQ — c 0  1 0  — 1
- 0-/c2 0  0  0  0  0
The Evans function approach to the stability problem formulated in the equation 
(6.3.15) relies heavily on the properties of the system (6.3.15) as 0  ^ ±oo. In this 
limit, the matrix A(^; A, fc) approaches a constant matrix Aoo(A, k):
A{9\ A, k)
\ /
(6.3.16)
Aoo(A,/c)= lim A{9]X,k).0—>±oo
The characteristic polynomial for the matrix Aoo(A, k) is
(6.3.17)
fjP — fjA "h — A/i — o'k  ^ — 0. (6.3.18)
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The roots of this polynomial can cross the imaginary axis only if at some point A 
becomes purely imaginary. Therefore, if we restrict our consideration to A being in 
the right half-plane, then the splitting of the roots p, will be the same all over this 
half-plane. Hence, for simplicity we can consider the splitting at A =  A; = 1, which 
gives the 3 — 3 splitting in the case of positive dispersion (cr =  1), and the 2 — 4 
splitting in the negative dispersion case (<j =  —1 ).
Let us first consider the case of negative dispersion (cr =  — 1). In this case we 
denote by U ’''(0, A, k) the 2-dimensional space of solutions which decay exponentially 
as 0 —Î- -f-oo and by lJ~{6,X,k)  the 4-dimensional space of solutions which decay 
exponentially as 9 ~oo. If for some value of A these two subspaces have a 
nontrivial intersection, then this value of A is an eigenvalue of the stability problem. 
This procedure can be followed for each value of the transverse wavenumber k, thus 
giving us the value of the corresponding eigenvalue X{k). Since the matrix A(^; A, k) 
has trace zero, the Evans function can be defined as [34]
E{X, k) = U -(0 , A, k) A U+(0, A, k). (6.3.19)
Note that if A is an eigenvalue, then it gives a zero of the Evans function. The 
subspaces U “ (^, A, k) and U+(0, A, k) can be viewed as paths in A (^C®) and A (^C®), 
respectively. For U+(^, A, k) the induced linear system on A (^C®) has the form
A u +  =  A^^\e,  A, &)U+, U+ e A^(C®), (6.3.20)
where the induced matrix A^ )^ ; A (^C®) A^(C^) is defined on a decomposable 2 -
form X =  xi Ax2 as A^^^x := Ax^ A Xg x^ A A x2 [9]. This system will be integrated 
numerically from some large positive value x = Loo to æ =  0. Now we have the same 
alternative as the one which arose in the case of the generalised Korteweg-de Vries 
equation in [34]: either to integrate the induced system on A'^ (C®)
A u -  =  AW(«, A,fc)U-, U - e  A'“(C«),
or integrate the adjoint equation
daA y - = -  [AW(ô,A,fc)]^V-, V - e  A^(C), (6 .3 .2 1 )
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from X = —Loo to re =  0 and use the Hodge star operator to derive the equivalent 
expression for the Evans function [34]
E(A, A) =  (V-(0, A, &), U+(0, A, &))i5, (6.3.22)
where {•, *)i5 is the standard Hermitian inner product on and A (^C®) has been 
identified with In this second approach one does not have to evaluate the matrix 
as well as the matrix A(^\ This simplifies the calculations, and therefore the 
second approach is used in our numerical simulations.
For the integration from x = Loo we use as an initial condition the eigenvector 
("^(A, k) of the matrix A ^  (A, k) corresponding to the eigenvalue (J+(A, k) having the 
largest negative real part, and for the integration from x = —Loo the initial condition 
is chosen to be the eigenvector 77“ (A, k) of the matrix — A ^  (A, k) corresponding
to the eigenvalue —cr+(A,A;) having the largest positive real part. In the numerical 
implementation of the above described procedure we integrate the equation
A u + =  [A®(0.A ,fc)-4r+(A.fc)l]Ü+, Ü + |„ i^= C + (A ,fc), (6.3.23)
from X = Loo to æ =  0 , and the equation
A y -  =  + a+(X,k) ï]Ÿ- ,  =»;-(A,fc), (6.3.24)
from X = —Loo to a; =  0 using the implicit midpoint rule with 20000 steps, Aa; =  
10~ .^ In the two equations above the scalings
V+{ e , X, k)  =  e-"+W )»u+(e,A,A;),
and
V -(6i, A, k) =  e'"+<^ ’'=)V -(0, A, k),
are introduced to remove the exponential growth. Now, evaluating U"*" and V “ at 
0 =  0, we have the Evans function as
E(A,A) =  (V-(0,A,&),U+(0,A,/c))i5 =  (V-(0,A,&),U+(0,A,&))i5. (6.3.25)
As in the case of the (2 +  l)-dimensional Boussinesq equations, zeros of the Evans 
function E(A, k) correspond to bounded solutions of the linearised problem having 
the wave number k and the growth rate A.
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We found that for p > 1 the Evans function is an increasing function of A (for 
all k), and therefore there are no real unstable eigenvalues. Since our consideration 
was restricted to the case of A being real, to complete the analysis of linear stability 
in this case one has to calculate the Evans function with A being complex to make 
sure there are no complex eigenvalues with positive real part, but this is beyond the 
scope of this thesis.
For p < 1 there exist positive values of A satisfying E(A, k) =  0. This signifies the 
presence of the real unstable eigenvalues, but this case is not particularly interesting 
from the physical point of view since we are not aware of physical systems which are 
described by the generalised fifth-order Korteweg-de Vries equation (or Kadomtsev- 
Petviashvili equation) with p < 1.
Next, we consider the case of positive dispersion. In this case we denote 
by U'^(0, A, k) the 3-dimensional space of solutions which decay exponentially as 
0 —> -boo and by U “ (0, A,A;) the 3-dimensional space of solutions which decay ex­
ponentially as 0 —)■ — GO, Dynamics on U'*' is determined by the equation
A u +  = A®(«. A, fc)U+, U+ € A^ (C^ ), (6.3.26)
where the induced matrix : A (^C®) —> A (^C®) is defined on a decomposable 
3-form X =  xi A X2 AX3 as A^^^x := A xi A X2 Axs -f xi A A x2 A X3 -b xi AX2 A Axs [9]. 
Expressions for the entries of the 20 x 20 matrix A^ )^ in terms of the components 
of the matrix A can be found in Allen [8 ]. Integrating the scaled equation (6.3.26) 
for from x = Lqq to a? =  0  and the adjoint equation for V  from x = —Loo to 
a: =  0, one can use for the Evans function the matching expression
E(A, A:) =  (V-(0, A, &), U+(0, A, Ai))2o =  (V-(0 , A, &), U+(0, A, A;))2o. (6.3.27)
We present in Figure 6.1 the dependence of the instability growth rate A on a 
transverse wavenumber k (i.e. the values of X{k), for which E{X{k),k) — 0) for 
several values of the power of nonlinearity p as determined by the roots of the 
equation E(A, k) = 0.
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Figure 6.1: Dependence of the instability growth rate A on the transverse wavenum­
ber k for the powers of nonlinearity p ~  1, 2,3,4. For each value of p the velocity 
of the solitary wave, whose stability is analysed, was determined from the relation 
(6 .1.6 ).
6.4 D iscussion
In this chapter we have used the combination of analytical and numerical tools to
study the transverse instability of the line solitary wave solutions of the generalised
fifth-order KP equation (6.1.1). For the two-parameter family of such solutions
depending on a velocity c and a transverse parameter Z, the geometric condition
for transverse instability based on the multi-symplectic formulation of the original
equation has been used to find that these waves are transversely unstable when
(7 ^ ^  > 0 .  In order to verify this condition for the analytically known solutions dc
(6.1.5), as well as to obtain the dependence of the instability growth rate on the 
transverse wavenumber beyond the long-wavelength regime, we used the numerical 
Evans function approach. The result is that in the case of positive dispersion the 
line solitary waves are transversely unstable, while for the case of negative disper­
sion there were no real unstable eigenvalues for p > 1 , and there were real unstable 
eigenvalues for p < 1, The latter situation bears little physical significance as we 
explained in the previous section, while the former one requires additional consid­
eration with the numerical version of the Evans function approach which admits 
complex values of A.
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Pull numerical simulations of the original PDE (6.1.1) present quite a formidable 
task for several reasons. First of all, this equation includes very high spatial deriva­
tives which results in various stability constraints which have to be taken into con­
sideration while deriving a proper numerical scheme. Unlike the standard KdV 
equation, numerical results for the fifth-order KdV equation are quite sparse. Only 
recently there have been some advances in this direction which include predictor- 
correct or, linearised implicit method and spectral methods [49, 54]. Another prob­
lem is that besides the higher-order derivatives and possibility of high nonlinearities, 
the equation (6.1.1) is also two-dimensional. Again, unlike the one-dimensional KdV 
equation, the amount of numerical analysis literature on the KP equation is rela­
tively small. There are rather restrictive stability conditions for explicit schemes, 
and recently these have been overcome for the generalised KP equation by using the 
linearised implicit scheme [40] and for the standard KP equation by using a conser­
vative spectral method [53]. Summarising, developing a proper numerical scheme 
for the equation (6 .1 .1 ) remains an open problem.
Open problems and future research
This chapter discusses some ideas for further study which can be viewed as a con­
tinuation and expansion of results presented in this thesis.
7.1 Intersecting heteroclin ic m anifolds and  
chaotic dynam ics in perturbed  m ulti- 
sym plectic  system s
The first part of this thesis is devoted to the development of a Melnikov-type method 
which can be used for the study of heteroclinic intersections in multi-symplectic 
PDEs experiencing the influence of external non-autonomous perturbations. All 
the perturbations we considered were assumed to preserve the symmetry of the 
original system. This assumption holds trivially for many cases of translational 
symmetry (see discussion of the KdV equation in section 4.1) and also for some 
cases of rotational symmetry, as the example of the NLS equation indicates. At the 
same time one has to note that, for instance, for the NLS equation there can be 
perturbations which have physical meaning and which break the symmetry of the 
original equation [109, 128].
In order to deal with symmetry-breaking perturbations in a way similar to the 
one developed in this thesis, several changes have to be made. First of all, while 
considering persistence of the fixed points of the Poincaré map one can no longer 
look for solutions which represent relative equilibria since the symmetry is broken. 
Therefore, out of the full family of the unperturbed relative equilibria (corresponding 
to diflPerent values of 6), one can use for continuation only the fixed point having
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6 =  0. Moreover, in general, a selection criterion will select isolated values of the 
group parameter, for which continuation of the fixed point can be performed. The 
result for such a continuation is close to the one stated in T heorem  7 but it also 
accounts for the above-mentioned differences.
The spectrum of the linearised perturbed Poincaré map can be analysed in a 
manner similar to the one in section 3.3. In general, there are no surviving unit 
eigenvalues since the symmetry is broken. Therefore, the double unit eigenvalue will 
split as a pair of hyperbolic eigenvalues or as a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues 
outside the unit circle both being 0(e^/^)-close to the unit eigenvalue. Therefore, 
the surviving perturbed periodic orbits have either three-dimensional stable and 
unstable manifolds, or two-dimensional stable manifold and four-dimensional un­
stable manifold. In both cases the perturbed manifolds can intersect transversely. 
As for the Case II  considered in Chapter 3, one has to find the most convenient 
way of parameterising these manifolds in order to obtain computable expressions for 
the distances between them. A notable difference between the equivariant and the 
symmetry-breaking perturbations is that in the latter case we will need to perform 
not one, but two measuments of the distances between the perturbed manifolds, 
and to require a certain non-degeneracy condition to ensure the transversality of the 
intersection between them.
There are two more avenues of research which seem interesting from the point of 
view of analysis of dynamics as well as potential applications. The first one is the 
study of “equivariant chaos” . We mentioned in the section 4.4 that in some exam­
ples the dynamics can be viewed as the composition of the horseshoe-type chaotic 
dynamics with a regular “prolongation” along the group. It would be interesting 
to investigate this in more detail and develop rigorous constructions of the higher­
dimensional maps possessing the combination of chaotic dynamics and symmetry 
properties. Construction of a horseshoe has already been developed for completely 
integrable systems having S'^-symmetry [76], as well as for the case of (5^)” symme­
try [77]. Possible generalisations to non-compact symmetry groups (such as trans­
lations similar to the ones we had in the example of the KdV equation) can provide
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a better insight into understanding of chaotic dynamics in equivariant systems and 
also help investigate further various mechanisms of spatio-temporal pattern forma­
tion.
Another area is the study of the full spatio-temporal chaotic dynamics of the 
original PDEs without the travelling wave reduction. The multi-symplectic formal­
ism seems to be a good starting point for this study, since it treats spatial and 
temporal coordinates on equal footing thus providing a good basis for the analy­
sis. Recently, much attention is given to the study of spatio-temporal chaos thanks 
to various applications, including among others, chaotic communications [61, 62]. 
Understanding the mechanism for the spatio-temporal chaos can give a key to im­
proving these technologies.
7.2 Transverse in stab ility  and collapse o f solitary  
waves
For the (2-fl)-dimensional Boussinesq equation we have shown that line solitary 
waves can be unstable with respect to transverse perturbation. Numerics suggest 
that at the nonlinear stage of the evolution of this instability the solitary wave 
experiences so-called collapse, or in other words it has a blow-up in finite time. An 
interesting question is whether this collapse occurs for all values of parameters in 
the equation or if there can be some stabilising mechanism which would dampen the 
unbounded growth. If the solitary wave collapses, it is also important to investigate 
the behaviour of solutions near the collapse (namely, whether the collapse is self­
similar, what are critical exponents, etc.).
As we mentioned in the previous chapter, for the generalised fifth-order KP 
equation there is a challenge to develop a proper scheme to study this equation 
numerically focusing on the dynamics near the transverse instability. This would 
also shed light on whether in the long-term evolution such solutions collapse or they 
settle to some intrinsically two-dimensional structure.
It is worth mentioning that while applying the geometric condition for transverse
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instability for the known line solitary waves there was a problem that the analytic 
expression for these waves was known only for an isolated value of velocity, and 
therefore differentiation with respect to velocity could not be performed analytically. 
This situation is quite common, for example, exact analytic solutions of the coupled 
Kadomtsev-Petviashvili or coupled Zakharov-Kuznetsov equation are also known 
for isolated values of velocity expressed via other parameters in the equations [65]. 
Therefore, it is important to understand how one can develop a method for the 
study of the linear stability problem for these equations which would be applicable 
to the aforementioned isolated analytically known solutions.
Appendix A
In this Appendix we will prove L em m a 8  and Lem m a 12 concerning the spectrum 
of the perturbed Poincaré map in Case I  and Case II, respectively.
First of all, one can recall from Lem m a 2 that the unperturbed Poincaré map has 
two eigenvalues exp(±AT), which aie non-degenerate. Since the perturbed Poincaré 
map is 0(e)-close to the unperturbed Poincaré map, therefore we can conclude that 
these eigenvalues persist under the perturbation and they will turn into the eigen­
values exp(AfT), A7  < 0 < A+, which are also 0(e)-close to the unperturbed ones 
[75, 92]. Additional consideration is required to understand what happens to the 
unit eigenvalue of the unperturbed Poincaré map, which has algebraic multiplicity 
two and is therefore degenerate.
The spectral problem for the linearised perturbed Poincaré map can be formu­
lated as the following eigenvalue problem
Dn^’^ (Pe)Ue =  fleVe. (A.l)
Since the Poincaré map is defined as a time T map of the flow, one can also write
DW^ip,) = D[m$ÿ(p«,0)). (A.2)
One of the eigenvalues is = l  with the corresponding eigenvector ^(pe). This fol­
lows from the equivariance of the perturbed Poincaré map and the proof of Lem m a 
3 which holds for the perturbed system as well.
To find the last eigenvalue, we have to distinguish between C ase I and Case II. 
In Case I, we will prove that the eigenvalue pe =  1 has algebraic multiplicity two.
1 1 0
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Using the definition of the flow 0 '^^ for the system (3.1.4) we can write
=  J„- 'V iï‘(7r,$f{Z,0)) +  e F { n n \ Z , 0 ),iOx). (A.3) 
Taking derivative of this equation with respect to 6 , one obtains 
£ dw,9’/ { z , 0 )  ^  0 )) +  ( D f 0 ),wæ)]
(A.4)
Before integrating this equation, we note one useful property which follows from the 
equivariance of the perturbed system. After some manipulations, equation (A.3) 
can be transformed into
(A.5)
Pi’om here one can easily get
d
dx
(A.6 )
Combining this expression with the equation (A.4) we obtain
_d
dx
— (vri$| ’'’( g, 0 ))
(A.7)
The flow map at time æ =  0 acts trivially as the identity map: ^ q^ (Z, 0) =  (Z, 0), 
a7Ti#^'\%,o)therefore 
any x one has
db ~  0. Since (A.7) is a linear equation, we conclude that for
0 )) =  0 -
In particular, for x — T  we have
(A.8 )
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Substituting in this equation the T-periodic orbit P^{x) = 7ri$^‘^ (pe, 0) and using 
the relation (A.2 ) between the Poincaré map and the perturbed flow, one can write
^ ( P e )  =  =  -TÇ  (m $^ '(p .,0 )) =  -T i ip , ) .
A fixed point equation for the perturbed Poincaré map has the form
n''"(% ) =  w ,
where we make an important remark that in fact pe is a function of the parameter 
b. Differentiating this relation with respect to b gives
(ZJn'^ f e ( 6 )) - i ) ^  =
Therefore,
and, consequently, the algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue 1 is two, while the
Opecorresponding generalised eigenvector is This completes the analysis of the 
spectrum of the linearised Poincaré map in the Case I, thus proving Lem m a 8 .
Next, we consider the C ase II. Taking derivative of the corresponding flow 
equation (3.1.4), one obtains for the projected dynamics the equation
= 0)) +  0),WT, e)] 0), (A,9)
with an initial condition D[7ri^Q^^(-^, 0)] = Id. For further simplicity, we introduce 
notation
j4g =  {pe) = D[7Ti^y^^(Pe, 0)] =  A q +  cAi +  +  ..., (A.10)
We have already seen that one of the eigenvalues is equal to unity with the 
corresponding eigenvector <^ (pe). In order to find the second eigenvalue we shall 
expand equation (A.l) in power series and thus obtain expansions for and 
about ^o==l and vq = ^{po).
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We now return to the problem (A.l), i.e. whether there is an eigenvalue 
with the corresponding eigenvector Ug, such that
AgUg — jUgUg. (A. 1 1 )
First of all, some useful relations can be obtained from the fact that 1 is an eigenvalue 
with the corresponding equation
^e^(Pe) =  ^(Pe)- (A. 1 2 )
Substituting in this equation the expansion (A. 10) for Ag and also
Pe = P o +  epi+e^P2 +  ..., (A.13)
we obtain
(Ao -  % (po) =  0,
-^i^(Po) — — ( ^ 0  — I)D^{Vq)Px^
^ 2((po) =  -A iD ^ (p o )p i -  (Ao -  I )  [D^(po)P2 +  ^D^^{po)piPi] ■
el
e"
The last prerequisite needed for our series expansions is the relation involving the 
unperturbed Poincaré map and a generalised eigenvector u = From the def­
inition of Ao in (A. 1 0 ) and using the properties of the exponent of the matrix it 
follows
Ao = exp[TJ-'£)=ffj(po)] =  /  +  T3~^D^Hl{po) + '  +  ...
Comparing this expression with (2.2.19) we conclude that
Ao — I  = Lq(J)). (A. 15)
This allows us to refer to results formulated in Lem m as 3-5 concerning the prop­
erties of the operator Lo{b).  In particular, acting with the operator A q — I  on the 
vector u and using Lem m a 4, one obtains
(Aq — I)u  = Lo{b)u = T^{po). (A. 16)
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Therefore, since i (^po) is in the kernel of Aq — 7 (see (A.14) and Lem m a 3) we can 
conclude that the equation
(Aq -  I)v = ((po)
has the solution v = ^  -h K^{po), K  = const.
We will now look for solutions of equation (A.11) in the form of power series
= ^(Po) +  eui +  e^ ug 4 - . . .
/^ e =  1 +  epi T T ...
Substituting these expansions together with the expansion for Ag from (A. 1 0 ) in the 
equation (A. 1 1 ), we obtain at zeroth order
(Aq -  7)((pq) =  0,
which is just the representation of the already known fact that (^ (pq) belongs to the
kernel of the operator Aq — I, At the first order, the result is
(Aq — I)vi +  Aii^(pq) =  /^l^(pq). (A. 18)
Using (A. 16) and the second relation in (A. 14), the last equation can be rewritten
as
(Aq — I)vi = ^ (A q  — I)u  — Ai^(pq) =  ^ (A q  -  I)u  +  (Aq — I)D^{po)pi. (A.19) 
Therefore, one can conclude that
vi -  ^u-\-D^{po)pi,
is in the kernel of the operator (Aq — I) , and hence,
vi = +  D^{po)pi +  AT (^pq), K  =  const. (A.20)
At second order in e, equation (A.1 1 ) reduces to
(Aq — I)v 2 +  AiUi +  Ag<^ (pq) =  piVi + p 2 ^{po)- (A.21)
Using the formula (A.20) for the solution vi and the last relation in (A. 14), we can 
write the last two terms in the LHS of the above equation in the form
AiUi -b Ag^(pq) — ^ A \ u  — (Aq — I) -^^(Po)P2 +  2 ^^^(Po)PiPi +  KD^{pq)pi
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Substituting this back into the equation (A. 21) gives
( A q  — I)V2  +  ^ A \ U  — ( A q  — / ) D^{Pq)P2 +  ~D^^{Po)PiPi +  KD^{po)pi
— +  Pi7^^(Po)Pi +  (piTT +  P2 )^{Po)- (A.22)
Taking the inner product of this equation with J'u<^ (po) ~  VCv(po) (which in view of 
(A. 15) and Lem m a 5 is orthogonal to the range of the operator Aq — /) , we obtain
^(A iU , Jv^(po)) =  ^{u,3y^{po))  +  Mi(H^(po)Pi) Ju^(Po))-
Hence, either pi = 0 (this corresponds to the total eigenvalue = 1  with the 
eigenvector ^(pe)), or
(AiU ,J^^(po))-T(D^(po)Pl,J„^(Po)) /A
----------------------------------------------------------K w -------------------------------------------------■
Now we make a little digression and appeal to the explicit knowledge of the form 
of the operator ( A q  — I) in order to obtain a more convenient form for the second 
term in the numerator. As before (see (A. 16)), one has
.4o -  /  =  T J ; ‘D^i7®(Po) +  [ j ; ‘r>'i?o4po)]' +  [j „-'d ' j ï | ( po)
3 +  . . .
Next, we take the adjoint of this equation, multiply it with —1 and let it act on the 
vector J^u, which gives
-(Ao -  7)^ J^ T6 =  TD:*7f^(po)u =  TJ^%o). (A.24)
Therefore, since =  — J„, we have
^v^{Po) = [Ji,(Aq — I ) f '  —.
Substituting this back into (A.23) and using the second equation of (A. 14), we obtain 
the expression for the first order correction to the eigenvalue pi as
_  (AiU, J„^(pq)) -  (Ai^(pq),J^u) /A
■ r a w )  ■  ^ ’
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Now we return to equation (A.4) and use it to obtain closed expressions for the 
two terms in the numerator of (A.25). First of all, we expand the linearised flow 
map as
=  i»[7Ti$S'*(Po,0)] +  dD [,i$y '(p .,0 )] +  0 { ^ ) .  (A.26)
Substituting this into (A.4), one obtains at the lowest two orders in e 
£» ; 0 )]^ =  0 )]^,
e  ^ ■ — D[7ri$y'(pt, 0 )]u =  ^D'^H^{po)'ïïi^l'^^{pe, 0 )udx
+ -  h 3 - ^ D ^ C M  +  DF{po,uJx)\ r>[7n$f(po,0)]t-,
(A.27)
for any vector u 6  Here Pi{x) is a first-order term in the expansion for the 
perturbed periodic orbit (Pe,0) =  Pe{^) = P o  + ePi(æ) +  O(e^) of the original
system (3.1.3). We have suppressed the dependence of po on b and it will be used 
throughout that po stands for P o ( 6 )  unless specified otherwise. For convenience, in 
subsequent calculations the term in square brackets in the second equation will be 
denoted as N{x).
Since the first equation in the system (A.27) is a linear equation with constant 
coefficients, one can integrate it obtaining
(Po, 0)]u =  exp D Po(Po)j (A.28)
Before going to the next order in e, we prove the following auxiliary result
Lemma 18 The linearised flow operator D[7ri$°'^(po,0)] has the following proper­
ties
a) D[7Ti0°' (^po,O)] (^po) =  ^(po);
b) D[?ri$°'^(po, 0 )]u == u -f .<(po);
c) ^D[7Ti$°'^(po, 0)]^ =  J„ (u -  o:^(po));
d) (ll[7ri4>S'^(po,0)]) J^ (^po) =  Jv (^Po)-
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Proof. Taking derivative with respect to Z  of the flow-invariance equation
7ri$S'‘(GeZ,0) =  G47ri$J‘(2,0)],
and setting 0 =  0 gives a). Differentiating the same equation with Z = po with 
respect to b, setting 0 =  0 and using (A.8 ) one obtains b). Finally, c) and d) can 
be easily obtained by expanding exponential of a matrix in (A.28). □
Operator A%, which appears in the expression for the eigenvalue correction 
(A.25), can be written with the help of (A.26) as
Ai =
Since equation (A.27) for the dynamics of D[7Ti4 >h^ (^pe, 0)] is a linear inhomogeneous 
equation, we use variation of constant method to find its solution as
0)]u =  D[7ri^l'\po, 0)] [  D[7Ti$^^(po, 0)]N{r)D[Ki^^/{po,0)]vdT.Jo (A.29)
Now, the first term in the numerator of (A.25) is
T(Am, J^((po)) =  (^N{r)D[7rii^^/{po,0)]u, (^D[7Ti$°*J(po, 0)])
(d [ 7Ti^^\po, 0)]) JvîiPo)) =  Jo {N{r) (u +  r^(po)), Jy^(po))dT. 
Similarly, the second term is
(.4if(po), J««> =  (jV(r)£>[7ri$?''’(po,0)]^(po), (r>[7n$^‘ (po,0)])
( D h $ ? ; ‘ ( p o .O ) ] ) " ’ j . « )  =  f j '  ( J V ( T ) i ( p o ) , J , u  +  J , ( T - T ) ( ( p o ) ) d T .  
Difference of these two terms reduces to
(Am, Jt,^(po)) -  (Ai^(po), Jm ) =  /o^ ^N(T)u,Jy^(po)^dr 
- J o  ( ^ ( T ) ^ ( p o ) ,  J m ) d T  -  T  ( A ' ( r ) ^ ( p o ) ,  J v ^ ( p o ) ) d r
Next, we show that the last term in this expression vanishes. Indeed,
j  {N{T)({po),3v({po))dT
(A.30)
(A.31)
(A.32)
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J-^D^h I{po) £  Pi{x)dx ^{po)-b,T3:^D^Co(po)+£ DF{po,x)dx, J .^ (p o )\
=  -  [  {D^Hl(po)Pi{x)i{poU{po))dx + hT{D^C,{po)i(poU(l>o))Jo
F  -+  / (DP(po, æ)^(po), Ji,((po))dæ. (A.33)Jo
We begin by considering the first term in the last expression. One can rewrite the
equation (3.2.20), which determines the dynamics of solutions Z{x), in the form
%  =  3 -^ V h I(Z)  + ( b -  6 ,)J;W C „(2) +  eF{Z,x).
Considering Z{x) as a periodic solution Pe{x), we can integrate this equation over 
X from 0  to r  and multiply it with which gives
pT . pT pT
/  V ff^(F .)dæ +(6 - 6.) /  VC„(Fe)rfa; +  eJ„ /  F{P„x)dx = 0.Jo Jo Jo
Expanding this equation in power series as Pe{x) =  po +  ePi(æ) +  O(e^), one obtains
at the first order in e that
rT pT ^
/ D^HQ{po)Pi{x)dx = biTVCy{po) -  Jy F{po,x)dx. (A.34) Jo Jo
Substituting Z  =  7^(æ) into the first relation in Lem m a 1  and performing an
expansion in e gives
(D=*ff^(po)Pi(æ)«Po),e(po)) =  -{D^ Hl{po)Pi{x),Di{po)i(po)).
Using this together with the inner product of (A.34) with D^(po)^(po) one can write 
(A.33) as
r  (iV(r)e(po), Jv€(po))dr =  6iT(VC„(po). Di{pomPo))+biT{D^G,(po)({po),  ((po))
-  /  {3vF{po,æ),D^{po)^{po))dx-\- / {DF{po,x)^{po),Jy^{po))dx. (A.35) Jo Jo
The terms involving bi cancel since
(VC„(po),n?(poK(po))+(£'“C„(po)C(po),«Po)> =  ^|^^^{VC„(Gepo).«GePo)) =  0,
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Therefore, using the skew-symmetry of the operator we obtain
’T  , r, p T
{ N { r ) ^ { p o ) ,3 y ^ { p o ) ) d T = { 3 y F { G e P o ,x ) , ^ { G 0 p o ) ) d c
[  {F{GepQ, x),^{Gepo))dx = 0 ,Jo
d
dr
since F  is equivariant.
Using this result, one can rewrite (A.32) as
(Ai«,J.,^(po)) -  (^iC(po).Jv«) =  J  [(iV(r)«, J„^(po)) -  (iV(r)^(po),J„ti
(A.36)
Prom the definition of N{x) in (A.27) it follows that the difference in the last integral 
is equal to
(^N{r)u,3y^{po)'^ -  ^AT(r).^(po), J m '
^ D ^ H ^ { p o ) P i  -  & i ^ D ^ G y { p o )  +  D F { p o , l u x )  u ,  J ^ ( ( p o )
Jr'D"7fg(po)fi -  6iJ-'D:^C,(po) +  DF(po, wæ)J ((po), Jm  )- (A.37)
The terms with D^Hq{po) disappear since {D^H^{po)xyyz) =  {D^H^{po)xz,y) for 
any vectors x, y and z. The terms with bi also vanish in view of the symmetry of 
the operator D ‘^Gy{po):
- h T  [(J;'D^G ,(po)]« ,J.((po)) -  (J;'D % .(po)]((po),J.«>]
=  h T  [{LPC,(po)]u,i(po)) -  p"G„(po)14(po),«)] =  0.
Thus, equation (A.37) reduces to
(^N{r)u,3y^{po)'^ -  <^A(r)^(po), J m )
=  (^DF{po,Lux)u,3y^{po)^ -  (^DF{poy(ux)^{pQ),3yi}j. (A.38)
In order to further simplify this expression we note that the perturbation F  is 
equi variant, and therefore
FÇGsZ,o;x) =  DGii(Z )F{Z ,ljx) MZ 6  VGe e  Q.
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Differentiating this relation with respect to 9 and setting 0 =  0 gives
DF{Z,cüx)^{Z) =  D^{Z)F{Z,ux).
Substituting this back into (A.38) and using the fact that ^(Z) =  J~^VGy(Z), we 
finally obtain
dN {T)u ,Jy({po))- (N{r)^{po),JvU) = db b—b{F{POyUJX)yVCy{po))
db ^(J«P(poW ,wæ),^(po)) =  ~ ~ 6=6 {F{po{b)yOJx)y^{po)).
Using this result in (A.25) together with (A.36) , we can finally obtain the 
following result for / i^:
p , =  J  { F { p o ,x U M )d x  =  ^  0.
(A.39)
Therefore, we can conclude that the first-order correction to the eigenvalue /i  ^is real 
but different from zero, and therefore at this order the eigenvalue will move inside 
or outside the unit circle along the real axis. The proof of Lem m a 1 2  is completed.
Appendix B
This appendix contains derivation of the geometric condition for linear transverse 
instability from ([26, 27]).
Consider a miilti-symplectic system in two spatial dimensions
M Zt  +  +  W y  =  VS'(Z), Z G R". (B.l)
Let Z{9\Cyl) denote a solitary wave solutions of this system with 6  — x — ct + ly.
Obviously, this solution satisfies equation (B.l):
[K -  cM +  IL] Ze = V5(Z). (B.2)
We introduce a linear self-adjoint operator
C = D ^ S { Z ) - [ K - c M  + l l , ] ^ ,  (B.3)
which is the linearisation operator near the solitary wave Z. Differentiating equation 
(B.2) gives
CZq =  0, CZc — —MZg, CZi =  LZg. (B.4)
Now we formulate the linear stability problem for the solitary wave solution Z.
Let Z{x,yyt) = Z{9\c,l) -b Re , where A is the instability growth rate
and k is the transverse wavenumber. Substitution of this into (B.l) and linearisation 
give
CV = AMU -b ikKV. (B.5)
If this equation has square-integrable solutions for the function V (0) such that for 
some k the corresponding growth rate A has positive real part, then the solitary 
wave Z  is linearly transversely unstable.
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Since operator Ù is self-adjoint with Zq in the kernel [see (B.3-refpropl)], therefore 
solutions V  of (B.5) should satisfy the compatibility condition
A(A, k) = [Zq, AMU -b ikKV] = 0, (B.6 )
where [] denotes the integral inner product.
Prom the properties of operator jC as shown in (B.4) one can obtain expansion 
of U(0; A, k) in power series in A and k as
U(0; X,k) = G jZff -  XZa +  ikZi -b 0(|A|^ -b \k\^) 
where C  is an arbitrary complex constant. Substituting this into (B.6 ) gives 
A.(^Xyk) — C ^—AcX^ F (^ Ai A- Bc)iXk Bik'^]-{-o{\X\^-{-\k\^)y for |A|+|A;|—> 0, (B.7) 
where we have used the notations
•^ = - 1  Z)dB,
l^ = Ï I - " { ^ Z e ,Z ) d e . (B.8 )
Solving quadratic equation (B.7) for A and using the relation Ai = Be, we obtain 
A =  i ^ k  ±  -  A,Bo +  0 {k%  (B.9)kAc Ac
Therefore if
A i > 0, (B.IO)det Ac i
then there is a solution of the linearised stability problem (B.5) having Re{X) > 0, 
and therefore the corresponding solitary wave solutions Z  is linearly transversely 
unstable.
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